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ABSTRACT
We present the first set of cosmological baryonic zoom-in simulations of galaxies including dissipative self-interacting dark
matter (dSIDM). These simulations utilize the Feedback In Realistic Environments (FIRE-2) galaxy formation physics, but allow
the dark matter to have dissipative self-interactions analogous to Standard Model forces, parameterized by the self-interaction
cross-section per unit mass, (𝜎/𝑚), and the dimensionless degree of dissipation, 0 < 𝑓diss < 1. We survey this parameter space,
including constant and velocity-dependent cross-sections, and focus on structural and kinematic properties of dwarf galaxies
with 𝑀halo ∼ 1010−11M and 𝑀∗ ∼ 105−8M. Central density profiles (parameterized as 𝜌 ∝ 𝑟𝛼) of simulated dwarfs become
cuspy when (𝜎/𝑚)eff & 0.1 cm2 g−1 (and 𝑓diss = 0.5 as fiducial). The power-law slopes asymptote to 𝛼 ≈ −1.5 in low-mass
dwarfs independent of cross-section, which arises from a dark matter “cooling flow”. Through comparisons with dark matter only
simulations, we find the profile in this regime is insensitive to the inclusion of baryons. However, when (𝜎/𝑚)eff  0.1 cm2 g−1,
baryonic effects can produce cored density profiles comparable to non-dissipative cold dark matter (CDM) runs but at smaller
radii. Simulated galaxies with (𝜎/𝑚) & 10 cm2 g−1 and the fiducial 𝑓diss develop significant coherent rotation of dark matter,
accompanied by halo deformation, but this is unlike the well-defined thin “dark disks” often attributed to baryon-like dSIDM.
The density profiles in this high cross-section model exhibit lower normalizations given the onset of halo deformation. For our
surveyed dSIDM parameters, halo masses and galaxy stellar masses do not show appreciable difference from CDM, but dark
matter kinematics and halo concentrations/shapes can differ.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Despite its veiled nature, dark matter is considered the main driver
of structure formation in the Universe. The current paradigm — the
cosmological constant plus cold dark matter (ΛCDM) cosmological
model — has been successful in describing the large scale struc-
tures in the Universe (Blumenthal et al. 1984; Davis et al. 1985).
This model assumes that dark matter is non-relativistic and is effec-
tively collisionless, apart from its gravitational interactionswith itself
and Standard Model particles. However, in recent decades, evidence
from astrophysical observations and absence of signal from particle
physics experiments have motivated conjectures on alternative dark
matter models. On the astrophysics side, the ΛCDM model faces
significant challenges in matching observations at small scales (see
a recent review Bullock & Boylan-Kolchin 2017). For example, the
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core-cusp problem states that the central profiles of darkmatter domi-
nated systems, e.g. dwarf spheroidal galaxies (dSphs) and low surface
brightness galaxies (LSBs), are cored (e.g., Flores & Primack 1994;
Moore 1994; de Blok et al. 2001; Kuzio de Naray et al. 2006; Gentile
et al. 2004; Simon et al. 2005; Spano et al. 2008; Kuzio de Naray &
Kaufmann 2011; Kuzio de Naray & Spekkens 2011; Oh et al. 2011;
Walker & Peñarrubia 2011; Oh et al. 2015; Chan et al. 2015; Zhu
et al. 2016), in contrast to the universal cuspy central density profile
found in dark matter only (DMO) simulations (Navarro et al. 1996a,
1997; Moore et al. 1999; Klypin et al. 2001; Navarro et al. 2004; Die-
mand et al. 2005). The too-big-to-fail (TBTF) problem states that a
substantial population of massive concentrated subhaloes appears in
DMO simulations, which is incompatible with the stellar kinematics
of observed satellite galaxies around theMilkyWay orM31 (Boylan-
Kolchin et al. 2011; Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2012; Tollerud et al. 2014).
This mismatch has been extended to field dwarf galaxies in the Lo-
cal Group (Garrison-Kimmel et al. 2014; Kirby et al. 2014) and
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beyond (Papastergis et al. 2015). Although the inclusion of bursty
star formation and feedback processes has been shown to allevi-
ate the tensions (e.g., Governato et al. 2010; Pontzen & Governato
2012; Madau et al. 2014; Brooks & Zolotov 2014; Wetzel et al.
2016; Sawala et al. 2016; Garrison-Kimmel et al. 2019a), a popula-
tion of compact dwarf galaxies in the local Universe are missing in
cosmological simulations of CDM (plus baryons) that can produce
dark matter cores (e.g., Santos-Santos et al. 2018; Jiang et al. 2019;
Garrison-Kimmel et al. 2019a). Relate to this, the rotation curves of
dwarf galaxies appear to be more diverse than CDM predictions in
the field (Oman et al. 2015) and Milky Way satellites (Kaplinghat
et al. 2019). Therefore, it is important to explore how non-standard
dark matter models – in conjunction with baryonic physics – could
help solve the small-scale anomalies. On the particle physics side,
one of the most popular candidates for CDM (the class of Weakly
Interacting Massive Particles, WIMPs) has not been discovered de-
spite decades of efforts and a significant proportion of its parameter
space being ruled out (e.g., Bertone et al. 2005; Bertone 2010; Aprile
et al. 2018). The null results in collider production and direct/indirect
detection experiments of classical CDM candidates have motivated
ideas about alternative dark matter models (e.g., Hogan & Dalcanton
2000; Spergel & Steinhardt 2000; Dalcanton & Hogan 2001; Buck-
ley & Peter 2018) and explorations of the rich phenomenology from
potential non-gravitational dark matter interactions. Many of these
alternative dark matter models could behave dramatically differently
from CDM at astrophysical scales and could potentially solve the
small-scale problems mentioned above.
Self-interacting dark matter (SIDM) is an important category of
alternative dark matter models that has been proposed and discussed
in the literature for about three decades (e.g., Carlson et al. 1992; de
Laix et al. 1995; Firmani et al. 2000; Spergel & Steinhardt 2000). It is
well motivated by hidden dark sectors as extensions to the Standard
Model (e.g., Ackerman et al. 2009; Arkani-Hamed et al. 2009; Feng
et al. 2009, 2010; Loeb &Weiner 2011; van den Aarssen et al. 2012;
Cyr-Racine & Sigurdson 2013; Tulin et al. 2013; Cline et al. 2014).
The introduction of SIDM could potentially solve some small-scale
problems (see the review of Tulin&Yu 2018, and references therein).
Dark matter self-interactions enable effective heat conduction and
could result in an isothermal distribution of dark matter with cores at
halo centers, which alleviates the core-cusp problem. Meanwhile, it
could also make dark matter haloes (subhaloes) less dense and alle-
viate the TBTF problem. Previous DMO simulations have found that
a self-interaction cross-section of ∼ 1 cm2 g−1 could solve the core-
cusp and TBTF problems in dwarf galaxies simultaneously (e.g.,
Vogelsberger et al. 2012; Rocha et al. 2013; Zavala et al. 2013; El-
bert et al. 2015). In addition, SIDM with comparble cross-sections
also have the potential to explain (e.g., Kamada et al. 2017; Creasey
et al. 2017; Sameie et al. 2020) the diversity of rotation curves of
dwarf galaxies (Oman et al. 2015; Kaplinghat et al. 2019). Follow-
ing studies of galaxy clusters in SIDM suggested a cross-section
of ∼ 0.1 cm2 g−1 (e.g., Kaplinghat et al. 2016; Elbert et al. 2018),
which motivates the velocity-dependence of self-interaction cross-
section. These previous studies on SIDM focused on elastic dark
matter self-interactions. However, in many particle physics realiza-
tions of SIDM, dark matter have inelastic (or specifically dissipative)
self-interactions (e.g., Kaplan et al. 2010; Cyr-Racine & Sigurdson
2013; Cline et al. 2014; Boddy et al. 2014; Foot & Vagnozzi 2015;
Schutz & Slatyer 2015; Boddy et al. 2016; Finkbeiner & Weiner
2016; Zhang 2017; Blennow et al. 2017; Gresham et al. 2018). The
impact of dissipative processes of dark matter has not yet been ex-
plored in the context of cosmological structure formation.
In addition, the focus on purely elastic SIDM (eSIDM) in previ-
ous studies has been motivated by solving some small-scale prob-
lems (making galaxy centers less dense). Since dissipative dark
matter self-interactions tend to make centers of haloes denser to
first order consideration, dSIDM was largely omitted in previous
studies of SIDM. However, apart from dark matter physics, some
baryonic physics processes, including bursty star formation and stel-
lar/supernovae feedback and tidal disruption, have also been shown
to strongly impact the structure of dark matter haloes and help allevi-
ate some small-scale problems. Specifically, gas outflows driven by
stellar/supernovae feedback could create fluctuations in the central
potential, which irreversibly transfer energy to CDM particles and
generate dark matter cores (Governato et al. 2010, 2012; Pontzen
& Governato 2012; Madau et al. 2014). Some more recent CDM
simulations could resolve the small-scale problems by more realis-
tic modeling of gas cooling, star formation and stellar/supernovae
feedback (e.g., Brooks & Zolotov 2014; Dutton et al. 2016; Fattahi
et al. 2016; Sawala et al. 2016; Wetzel et al. 2016; Garrison-Kimmel
et al. 2019a; Buck et al. 2019). The interplay between baryons and
SIDM in galaxy formation has been more carefully considered in
subsequent SIDM simulations that include baryonic physics (e.g.,
Vogelsberger et al. 2014; Elbert et al. 2015; Robles et al. 2017;
Despali et al. 2019; Fitts et al. 2019; Robles et al. 2019). The inclu-
sion of baryons substantially reduces the distinct signatures in dwarf
galaxies caused by elastic dark matter self-interactions, especially in
bright dwarfs with 𝑟1/2 & 400 pc (Fitts et al. 2019). This could hide
dark matter physics that lead to enhanced central density originally,
other than those proposed specifically to lower the central density.
The parameter space for dSIDM, as an example of such models,
reopens due to these recent developments. The contraction of the
halo driven by dSIDM interactions could help produce the compact
dwarf galaxies found in the local Universe that are missing in CDM
simulations plus baryons (e.g., Santos-Santos et al. 2018; Jiang et al.
2019; Garrison-Kimmel et al. 2019a) and increase the diversity of
dwarf galaxy rotation curves.
A finite self-gravitating system has negative heat capacity and the
heat conduction will eventually result in the “gravothermal catastro-
phe” of the system (e.g., Lynden-Bell & Wood 1968; Lynden-Bell
& Eggleton 1980). In the eSIDM case, effective heat conduction
is realized by dark matter self-interactions and the inner cores of
isolated eSIDM haloes will ultimately experience gravothermal col-
lapse and cuspy density profiles will reappear (e.g., Burkert 2000;
Kochanek & White 2000; Balberg et al. 2002; Colín et al. 2002;
Koda & Shapiro 2011; Vogelsberger et al. 2012; Elbert et al. 2015).
However, for the most favored elastic self-interaction cross-sections
∼ 0. 1 - 1 cm2 g−1 (assuming velocity-independent), the “gravother-
mal catastrophe” would not have enough time to happen in haloes
within their typical lifetime. In the presence of dissipative self-
interactions, the gravothermal evolution of a halo can be accelerated
significantly, which affects the structure of dwarf galaxies within a
Hubble time. Essig et al. (2019) recently used an semi-analytical fluid
model to investigate the structure of isolated spherically symmetric
haloes in dissipative SIDM (dSIDM) and presented the first con-
straint on the energy loss and cross-section of dSIDM. This work was
followed by Huo et al. (2019) with non-cosmological N-body simu-
lations of isolated dark matter haloes with the NFW profile (Navarro
et al. 1996b) initially. Moreover, when dissipation of dark matter
self-interaction is strong enough, a patch of dark matter could lose
its kinetic energy faster than rebuilding hydrostatic equilibrium with
surrounding matter. Substructures of dissipative dark matter, e.g.
dark disks and dark stars, could be generated under this circum-
stance. For example, dark matter scenarios with a highly dissipative
component (sourced by an𝑈 (1) -like hidden sector) have been stud-
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dm 𝜎1 𝜎10 𝜎1 𝜎0.1 𝜎 (𝑣) Notes
name [M ] [ kpc] [M ] [ kpc] [ pc] elastic 𝑓diss0.5 𝑓diss0.5 𝑓diss0.5 𝑓diss0.5
Ultra faint dwarf
m09 2.5e9 35.6 7.0e4 0.46 65 other parameter choices explored
Classical dwarfs
m10b 9.4e9 55.2 5.8e5 0.36 77 late-forming
m10q 7.5e9 51.1 1.7e6 0.72 73 isolated, early-forming
m10v 8.5e9 53.5 1.4e5 0.32 65 isolated, late-forming
Bright dwarfs
m11a 3.6e10 86.7 3.7e7 1.2 310 diffuse, cored
m11b 4.2e10 90.7 4.2e7 1.7 250 intermediate-forming
m11q 1.5e11 138.7 2.9e8 3.1 120 early-forming, cored
Milky Way-mass galaxies
m11f 4.5e11 200.2 1.0e10 2.9 280 quiescent late history
m12i l.r. 1.1e12 272.3 1.1e11 2.0 290 Milky Way like
m12f l.r. 1.5e12 302.8 1.3e11 4.1 310 Milky Way like
m12m l.r. 1.5e12 299.3 1.4e11 6.1 360 early-forming, boxy bulge
Table 1. Simulations of the FIRE-2 dSIDM suite. The simulated galaxies are labelled and grouped by their halo masses. They are classified into four
categories: ultra faint dwarfs; classical dwarfs, with typical halo mass . 1010M ; bright dwarfs, with typical halo mass ∼ 1010−11M ; Milky Way-mass
galaxies, with typical halo mass ∼ 1012M . These haloes are randomly picked from the standard FIRE-2 simulation suite (Hopkins et al. 2018), sampling
various star formation and merger histories. All units are physical.
(1) Name of the simulation. “l.r.” indicates low-resolution version of the simulation.
(2) 𝑀 cdmhalo : Virial mass of the halo (definition given in Section 4.2) in the CDM simulation with baryons at 𝑧 = 0.
(3) 𝑅cdmvir : Virial radius of the halo (definition given in Section 4.2) in the CDM simulation with baryons at 𝑧 = 0.
(4) 𝑀 cdm∗ : Galaxy Stellar mass (see Section 4.2) in the CDM simulation at 𝑧 = 0.
(5) 𝑟 cdm1/2 : Galaxy stellar half mass radius (see Section 4.2) in the CDM simulation at 𝑧 = 0.
(6) 𝑟 convdm : Radius of convergence in dark matter properties at 𝑧 = 0 (calculated for the DMO simulations in the standard FIRE-2 series (Hopkins et al. 2018)
based on the Power et al. (2003) criterion). As shown in Hopkins et al. (2018), the convergence radii in simulations with baryons can in fact extend to much
smaller radii.
(7-11) Parameters of the dark matter models. 𝜎 (with the number after it) indicates the self-interaction cross-section, 𝜎/𝑚, in unit of cm2 g−1. 𝜎 (𝑣) denotes
the velocity-dependent cross-section, introduced in Section 2. 𝑓diss indicates the dimensionless degree of dissipation.
(12) Notes: Additional information of each simulation.
ied by Fan et al. (2013a,b, 2014); Randall & Scholtz (2015); Foot
(2013); Foot & Vagnozzi (2015, 2016). Randall & Scholtz (2015)
claimed that a dark disk composed of highly dissipative dark matter
could appear and help explain the exotic mass-to-light ratios of some
MilkyWay satellites. However, the analytical or semi-analytical stud-
ies discussed abovewere limited to isolatedDMOhaloeswith various
geometrical simplifications. The influences of baryonic physics, hier-
archical halo mergers, deviations from simple fluid approximations
in dark matter haloes were not properly captured in these previ-
ous studies. In addition, multi-component dark matter with inelas-
tic interactions have been considered in simulations in Todoroki &
Medvedev (2019); Vogelsberger et al. (2019), but the dominant pro-
cess is exothermic in these studies.
In this paper, we perform the first study of dSIDM models us-
ing cosmological baryonic (hydrodynamical) zoom-in simulations of
galaxies. We aim at studying the evolution tracks of dSIDM haloes
and looking for properties of dSIDM haloes that distinguish them
from their CDM counterparts. These simulations have incorporated
the FIRE-2 model (Hopkins et al. 2018) for hydrodynamics and
galaxy formation physics that could produce galaxies consistent with
various local and high redshift observables in collisionless CDM
simulations (e.g., Ma et al. 2018; Garrison-Kimmel et al. 2018;
Hafen et al. 2019; Garrison-Kimmel et al. 2019a). The setup also en-
ables predictions in the regimewhere hierarchical mergers and strong
non-linear gravitational effects could drive systems away from the
idealized analytical solutions. All these factors allow more robust
constraints on dSIDM models. The paper is arranged as follows: In
Section 2, we discuss the details of the simulations and briefly intro-
duce the dSIDMmodels we study. We derive relevant time scales for
dSIDM haloes analytically in Section 3 and study the stellar masses
and host halomasses of simulated dwarf galaxies in Section 4.2. Then
we present the mass density profiles of simulated dwarf galaxies and
quantitatively study the impact of dissipation on galaxy structure in
Section 4.3. We study the kinematic properties of dark matter and
the shapes of haloes in simulations in Section 4.4 and Section 5.
Subsequently, in Section 6, we use analytical methods to explain the
phenomena in dSIDM simulations and summarize the evolution pat-
tern of dSIDM haloes in different regimes. In Section 7, we explore
the results of simulations with other choices of 𝑓diss as well as the
DMO simulations and compare their differences from the fiducial
simulations. The summary and conclusion of the paper are presented
in Section 8.
2 SIMULATIONS
2.1 Overview of the simulation suite
We present the new FIRE-2 dSIDM simulation suite, which consists
of ∼ 40 cosmological hydrodynamical zoom-in simulations of galax-
ies chosen at representative mass scales with CDM, eSIDM and
dSIDM models. The simulations here are part of the Feedback In
MNRAS 000, 1–25 (2021)
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ρ= 2× 108 M¯/kpc3
fdiss = 0.1− 0.9
dSIDM (v dep. )
dSIDM (1 cm2/g)
Figure 1. Top: Relevant time scales of the physical processes involved
in dSIDM haloes versus one-dimensional velocity dispersion of the
system. We have assumed that the local dark matter density is 𝜌dm =
2 × 108 M/ kpc3, a typical value at dwarf galaxy centers. We show the
collision time scale (𝑡coll) and dissipation time scales (𝑡diss) of all the dSIDM
models studied in this paper as well as the dynamical time scale (𝑡dyn). All the
time scales are normalized by the Hubble time scale at 𝑧 = 0 (𝑡H ≡ 1/H0).
The dissipation time scales are calculated assuming 𝑓diss = 0.5. The shaded
regions show the typical one-dimensional velocity dispersions in the classical
(e.g. Milky Way satellites) and bright dwarf galaxies (e.g. LSB galaxies). In
dwarf galaxies, dissipation and collision time scales are much larger than the
dynamical time scale, but can become considerably shorter than the Hubble
time scale. The velocity-dependent model becomes less dissipative (𝑡diss/𝑡H
becomes larger) in more massive galaxies (with larger velocity dispersion)
while models with constant cross-sections become more dissipative. Bottom:
Dissipation time scales versus one-dimensional velocity dispersion of the
system with 𝑓diss varying from 0.1 to 0.9. The symbols are the same as the
top panel. For each model, the upper boundary of the shaded region corre-
sponds to the case 𝑓diss = 0.1 and the lower boundary corresponds to the case
𝑓diss = 0.9.
Realistic Environments project (FIRE, Hopkins et al. 2014), specif-
ically the “FIRE-2” version of the code with details described in
Hopkins et al. (2018). The simulations adopt the code Gizmo (Hop-
kins 2015), with hydrodynamics solved using the mesh-free La-
grangian Godunov “MFM”method. The simulations include heating
and cooling from a meta-galactic radiation background and stellar
sources in the galaxies, star formation in self-gravitating molecular,
Jeans-unstable gas and stellar/supernovae/radiation feedback. The
FIRE physics, source code, and numerical parameters are identi-
cal to those described in Hopkins et al. (2018); Garrison-Kimmel
et al. (2019b). For dwarf galaxies, the baryonic particle masses of
simulations are 𝑚b ' 250 - 2000M . For Milky Way-mass galax-
ies, the high-resolution ‘latte’ runs have 𝑚b = 7000M while the
low-resolution runs have 𝑚b = 56000M . In all simulations, the
dark matter particle masses are roughly five times larger, according
to the universal baryon fraction. For dwarf galaxies, the minimum
gravitational force softening length reached by gas in the simula-
tions is ℎb ' 0.5 - 2 pc. For Milky Way-mass galaxies, the value is
ℎb ' 0.3 - 0.5 pc (1.4 pc) for high-resolution (low-resolution) runs.
The physical dark matter force resolution of the simulations of dwarf
(Milky Way-mass) galaxies is 𝜖dm = 40 pc (30 pc). Force softening
for gas uses the fully conservative adaptive algorithm from Price
& Monaghan (2007), meaning that the gravitational force assumes
the identical mass distribution as the hydrodynamic equations (re-
sulting in identical hydrodynamic and gravitational resolution). The
simulations are identified with the main “target” halo around which
the high-resolution zoom-in region is centered. In post-processing,
we identify subhaloes (of the main “target” halo) with the Rock-
star (Behroozi et al. 2013a) halo finder and create merger trees of
haloes (subhaloes) with the code Consistent Trees (Behroozi et al.
2012, 2013b). As shown in Table 1, the simulation suite consists of
one ultra faint dwarf (m09), three classical dwarf galaxies (m10q,
m10b, m10v), three bright dwarf galaxies (m11a, m11b, m11q)
and four Milky Way-mass galaxies (m11f, m12i, m12f, m12m). The
analysis in this paper will primarily focus on the classical and bright
dwarf galaxies and we defer analysis on Milky Way-mass galaxies to
a follow-up work.
2.2 Dissipative dark matter parameterization
Dark matter self-interactions are simulated in a Monte-Carlo fashion
following the implementation in Rocha et al. (2013). In this paper, we
study a simplified empirical dSIDMmodel: two dark matter particles
lose a constant fraction, 𝑓diss, of their kinetic energy in the center of
momentum frame when they collide with each other. This empirical
model is motivated by particle physics models of composite strongly
interacting dark matter in a hidden non-Abelian sector (e.g., Cline
et al. 2014; Boddy et al. 2014) or asymmetric dark matter bound
states (e.g., Wise & Zhang 2014; Gresham et al. 2018), the kinetic
energy of which can be absorbed by internal degrees of freedom
during self-interactions. In some models, the energy could be even-
tually carried away by some low mass or massless dark carriers.
For each galaxy, we run simulations with a default dissipation frac-
tion 𝑓diss = 0.5 1 and with constant self-interaction cross-sections








where the fiducial choice of parameters is (𝜎/𝑚)0 = 10 cm2 g−1
and 𝑣0 = 10 km s−1. The velocity dependence of the self-interaction
cross-section is empirically motivated by the relatively tight con-
straints on SIDM at galaxy cluster scale (e.g., Markevitch et al.
2004; Randall et al. 2008; Kaplinghat et al. 2016) and the relatively
high cross-section needed to solve some small-scale problems (e.g.,
Vogelsberger et al. 2012; Rocha et al. 2013; Zavala et al. 2013; Elbert
et al. 2015; Kaplinghat et al. 2016). Meanwhile, the velocity depen-
dence is a generic feature of many particle physics realizations of
dark matter. The asymptotic (𝑣/𝑣0)−4 velocity dependence we adopt
1 Other choices of 𝑓diss are explored with m09 in Section 7.1.
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is motivated by particle physics models featuring dark matter self-
interactions mediated by light gauge bosons (e.g., Feng et al. 2009;
Kaplan et al. 2010; Cyr-Racine& Sigurdson 2013; Boddy et al. 2016;
Zhang 2017). The sharp decline in cross-section could also appear
in some models of strongly interacting composites. In these mod-
els, when the de Broglie wavelength of the particle become smaller
than the characteristic length scale of the interaction, ∼ 1/Λdm, the
self-interaction cross-section is expected to drop significantly (e.g.,
Boddy et al. 2014; Cline et al. 2014; Tulin & Yu 2018).
3 RELEVANT TIME SCALES
In this section, we derive analytical formulae for relevant time scales
in dSIDM haloes, including the dynamical time scale, the collision
time scale and the dissipation time scale. These analytical formulae
can be used to understand the influence of dissipation on galaxy struc-
tures in different circumstances. We will present results for models
with constant and velocity-dependent cross-sections, respectively.
3.1 Dynamical time scale










where𝐺 is the gravitational constant and 𝜌 is the local matter density.
At the centers of dwarf galaxies, the mass density is dominated by
dark matter, so 𝜌 is simply the local dark matter mass density.
3.2 Collision time scale








where 𝜌 is local dark matter mass density, 𝑣rel is the relative veloc-
ity between dark matter particles and 〈...〉 denotes the average over
all possible encounters. This measures the time scale that one dark
matter particle is expected to have one self-interaction with any other
dark matter particles. For simplicity, we assume that the velocities
of dark matter particles locally obey the Maxwell-Boltzmann distri-











where 𝜎1d is the local one-dimensional velocity dispersion of dark

























































0 d𝑡 sin(𝑡)/𝑡 and Ci(𝑥) = −
∫ ∞
𝑥
d𝑡 cos(𝑡)/𝑡 are sine
and cosine integrals, (𝜎/𝑚)0 and 𝑣0 are parameters of the velocity-
dependent cross-section. For our fiducial choice of 𝑣0 = 10 km s−1,
galaxies of masses & 1011M (massive dwarfs/Milky Way-mass
galaxies) will have velocity dispersions in the limit 𝜎1d  𝑣0. We
can see that the collision time scale of the velocity-dependent model
is usually much larger than the constant cross-section model after the
thermal average. This is due to the velocity suppression of collisions
between particleswith high relative velocities, which contributemore
to the total interaction rate. In addition, the collision time scale in
different models scales with velocity dispersion in opposite ways.
For the models with constant cross-sections, the collision time scale
is shorter in systems with higher densities or higher velocity disper-
sions, which indicates that self-interaction has stronger impact in
more massive systems. On the other hand, for the velocity-dependent
model, the collision time scale sharply increases in systems with
higher velocity dispersions, which indicates that self-interaction has
weaker impact in more massive systems.
3.3 Dissipation time scale
The dissipation time scale here is defined as the time scale for an order
unity fraction of local dark matter kinetic energy to be dissipated





where 𝜎1d is the one-dimensional velocity dispersion and 𝐶 is the


















where 𝑛 is the local number density of dark matter particles, 𝐸loss
is the kinetic energy loss per collision in the center of momentum
frame and 〈...〉 again denotes the thermal average. For the fractional
dissipation model we study in this paper, 𝐸loss/𝑚 = (1/4) 𝑓diss𝑣2rel.
The dissipation time scale measures how fast the kinetic energy is
dissipated away from the system and, after order one dissipation time
scale, the local dark matter structure is expected to be dramatically
affected.
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, [𝜎1d  𝑣0]
[velocity dependentmodel] .
(8)
In the model with a constant cross-section, the dissipation time scale
has the same scaling behaviour as the collision time scale defined in
Equation 5 and differs only by a factor of 0.75/ 𝑓diss. In the velocity-
dependent model, the scaling behaviours of the dissipation and col-
lision time scales are also quite similar when 𝜎1d  𝑣0. The dissi-
pation time scale of the velocity-dependent model is usually much
larger than the constant cross-section model after thermal average.
This again can be attributed to the velocity suppression of collisions
between particles with high relative velocities, which not only con-
tribute more to the total collision rate but also induce higher energy
loss per collision. Similar to what has been found for the collision
time scale, dissipation is more significant in more massive systems
in the models with constant cross-sections. Dissipation, however, is
less significant in more massive systems in the velocity-dependent
model.
In Figure 1, we show the relevant time scales discussed above
as a function of the one-dimensional velocity dispersion of the sys-
tem; in particular, we show the collision and dissipation time scales
of the dSIDM models studied in this paper as well as the dynami-
cal time scale, assuming that the local dark matter mass density is
𝜌 = 2 × 108 M/ kpc3, which is a typical value at dwarf galaxy
centers. The time scales are all normalized by the Hubble time scale
at 𝑧 = 0, roughly representing the lifetime of the system. In the top
panel, the dissipation time scales are calculated assuming 𝑓diss = 0.5
while, in the bottom panel, the shaded regions indicate the variation
of 𝑡diss with 𝑓diss = 0. 1 - 0. 9. With the vertical shaded regions in
both panels, we show the typical ranges of one-dimensional velocity
dispersions of the classical (e.g., Milky Way satellites) and bright
dwarf galaxies (e.g., LSB galaxies). For the dSIDM models with
constant cross-sections, the collision time scales are always propor-
tional to the dissipation time scales and, they are order of magnitude
comparable to each other. Both of them are shorter than the Hubble
time scale but larger than the dynamical time scale in dwarf galaxies.
The dissipation time scale decreases in systems with higher veloc-
ity dispersions, so we expect these constant cross-section models to
become more dissipative in more massive dwarfs. For the velocity-
dependent dSIDM model, the collision and dissipation time scales
are no longer proportional to each other, and they both increase as
the velocity dispersion increases, opposite to the behaviour of mod-
els with constant cross-sections. The dissipation time scale of the
velocity-dependent model is comparable to the Hubble time scale
in the classical dwarfs but becomes at least an order of magnitude
larger than the Hubble time scale in the bright dwarfs, suggesting
negligible effects of dissipation in this case.
3.4 Comparison to the cooling of baryons
The cooling induced by dissipative dark matter self-interactions can
be compared to the cooling of baryons, which is usually described by












where 𝑇 is 𝑚𝜎21d/𝑘B for weakly collisional dark matter. The cooling
function in the constant cross-section model is similar to the cooling
curve of gas below ∼ 104 Kwhile the cooling function in the velocity
dependent model is similar to the 104 − 107 K gas cooling curve.
Other behaviours are possible if a velocity-dependence of 𝑓diss is
introduced, e.g. Λeff would be a constant if 𝑓diss ∼ 𝑇1/2 with the
same velocity-dependent cross-section. However, the most important
qualitative difference between the dSIDM studied here and baryons
is not the behaviour of the cooling curve but the fact that baryons
(gas) are effectively in the 𝑓diss → 0 and (𝜎/𝑚) → ∞ regime.
The effective interaction cross-section of gas is enormous compared
to favored SIDM interaction cross-sections and the energy loss per
“collision” is small. Gas cooling is the result of a large amount of
particle interactions in a locally thermalized region. On contrary,
dSIDM with 𝑡coll order of magnitude comparable to 𝑡diss cannot
achieve local thermalization effectively when cools down.
3.5 Effective cross-section











where 𝑣rel is the relative velocity between encountering particles and
〈...〉 is a thermal average as discussed in Section 3.2. This definition
ensures that a dSIDMmodel with a constant cross-section taking the
value of this "effective cross-section" will result in the identical rate
of darkmatter self-interaction, assuming that darkmatter particles are
in thermal equilibrium. This definition allows a proper comparison
between velocity-dependent and independent SIDM models. Using



























where the notation is the same as Equation 5. The asymptotic be-
haviour of (𝜎/𝑚)eff is dominated by the 𝜎−41d term, which is similar
to the velocity-dependent cross-section defined in Equation 1. The
factor 32 in the denominator comes from the thermal average and
indicates that dSIDM models with velocity-dependent cross-section
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Figure 2. Visualizations of four dark matter haloes in simulations with CDM versus dSIDM. The images are dark matter surface density maps, projected
along the z-direction of simulation coordinates, at 𝑧 = 0with a logarithmic stretch. The dynamical ranges are adjusted based on the maximum/median intensities
of the pixels. The side lengths of the images are all chosen to be 0.8 × 𝑅vir of the CDM run. In the first row, we show the haloes in the CDM. In the second row,
we show the haloes in the velocity-dependent dSIDM model. In the third row, we show haloes in the dSIDM model with constant cross-section 1 cm2 g−1. The
haloes are ordered from left to right by their virial masses. In each image, the outer dotted circle indicates the radius 𝑅500 (the density enclosed is 500 times
the critical density at 𝑧 = 0) which represents the overall size of the halo. The inner dashed circle indicates the radius 𝑅core ≡ 10 × 𝑅0.1% (the mass enclosed
in a sphere of radius 𝑅0.1% is 0.1% the virial mass of the halo) which represents the core size of the halo. Comparing the core sizes, the haloes in the dSIDM
model are visibly more concentrated than their CDM counterparts. For the velocity-dependent dSIDM model, since the self-interaction cross-section decreases
in more massive haloes, the increased concentration of halo is less apparent in more massive haloes. For the dSIDM with constant cross-section, haloes of all
masses are consistently more concentrated than their CDM counterparts.
are not as efficient as those with constant cross-sections, owing again
to the velocity suppression.
4 SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we present the structural and kinematic properties of
simulated dwarf galaxies in different dark matter models and study
the impact of dissipation on galaxy structures.
4.1 Overview
In Figure 2, we show images of four dark matter haloes in our sim-
ulation suite at 𝑧 = 0. Each image is a two-dimensional surface
density map of dark matter, projected along the z-direction of simu-
lation coordinates, with a logarithmic stretch. The dynamical ranges
are adjusted based on the maximum and median intensities of pix-
els. The haloes are ordered from left to right by their halo masses
(see Section 4.2 for the definition). We show the images in CDM,
the dSIDM with constant cross-section (𝜎/𝑚) = 1 cm2 g−1 and the
velocity-dependent dSIDM model for comparison. The haloes in
dSIDMmodels are visibly more concentrated than their CDM coun-
terparts when comparing their core sizes (dashed circles). For the
velocity-dependent dSIDM model, since the self-interaction cross-
section decreases inmoremassive haloes which typically have higher
velocity dispersions, the increased concentration of the halo becomes
less apparent. On contrary, in dSIDM models with constant cross-
sections, haloes of all masses are consistentlymore concentrated than
their CDM counterparts. Meanwhile, the substructures also appear
to be more abundant and concentrated in dSIDM models, but we
will focus on the main halo in this paper and defer the analysis on
substructures to follow-up work.
MNRAS 000, 1–25 (2021)
















































































































































































































































































Figure 3. A gallery view of the structural and kinematic properties of dwarf galaxies in simulations. From top to bottom, in each row, we show the
three-dimensional total mass density (𝜌tot = 𝜌dm + 𝜌star + 𝜌gas), circular velocity (𝑉circ ≡
√︁
𝐺𝑀 totenc (𝑟 )/𝑟 ), three-dimensional velocity dispersion of dark matter
(𝜎3d ≡
√︃
𝜎2r + 𝜎2\ + 𝜎
2
𝜙




)/2𝜎2r ) and rotation velocity versus velocity dispersion of dark matter
(𝑉rot/𝜎3d) averaged in spherical shells as a function of galactocentric distance for three simulated galaxies. We compare three categories of dark matter models:
CDM; eSIDM (elastic SIDM model with a constant cross-section 1 cm2 g−1); dSIDM (dissipative SIDM models with various cross-sections, as defined in
Table 1). The gray shaded regions in the first row of plots indicate 0.2%− 0.8%𝑅cdmvir , which is the aperture we will later use to measure the slopes of the density
profiles (see Section 4.3 and Figure 5-7). The gray dashed horizontal line in the fourth row is a reference line, indicating isotropic velocity dispersion (𝛽=0). In
general, dSIDM models produce cuspy central density profiles in the simulated dwarf galaxies, opposed to the cored central density profile in CDM and eSIDM
models. As a consequence, the circular velocities at the center of the galaxies increase. In dSIDM models with (𝜎/𝑚) ≥ 1 cm2 g−1, coherent rotation of dark
matter becomes prominent and random velocity dispersion is suppressed.
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Figure 4. Stellar mass versus halo mass relation of galaxies in simulations.
The stellar masses and halo masses of simulated dwarf galaxies are presented
with open markers (as labelled). We compare them with the observational
results derived through abundancematching fromMoster et al. (2014); Brooks
& Zolotov (2014); Garrison-Kimmel et al. (2017). The black dashed lines
show ∼ 95% inclusion contour assuming the scatter of the relation estimated
in Garrison-Kimmel et al. (2017). Regardless of the dark matter model, the
simulated galaxies are consistent with the observational relation.
In Figure 3, we present a gallery view of the total mass density, cir-
cular velocity, three-dimensional velocity dispersion of dark matter,
velocity anisotropy of dark matter, rotation velocity versus velocity
dispersion of dark matter, averaged in spherical shells as a function
galactocentric distance for three simulated galaxies. Details of the
measurements of the kinematic properties and relevant definitions
are introduced in Section 4.4. Under the influence of baryonic feed-
back, the density profiles in CDM are generally shallower than the
cuspy NFW profiles at galaxy centers, which is expected for these
galaxies for their 𝑀∗/𝑀halo values (e.g., Di Cintio et al. 2014; Chan
et al. 2015; Oñorbe et al. 2015; Tollet et al. 2016; Lazar et al. 2020).
In the eSIDM model, due to effective heat conduction, the profiles
are even flatter at galaxy centers compared to the CDM case, but the
difference becomes less apparent in the bright dwarf (m11q) where
thermal conduction through self-interactions is subdominant com-
pared to baryonic feedback. In dSIDM models, when the effective
self-interaction cross-section is large (and equivalently dissipation is
efficient assuming a fixed 𝑓diss), the central density profiles are cuspy
and power-law like. For the velocity-dependent dSIDMmodel, in the
classical dwarf galaxies like m10q, the velocity-dependent cross-
section is high and a cuspy central profile emerges. In more massive
galaxies like m11a and m11q, the velocity-dependent cross-section
there becomesmuch smaller, accompanied by stronger baryonic feed-
back. As a consequence, the profiles in these systems become cored
again though the central mass density is still higher than the CDM
case. An interesting outlier here is the dSIDM model with constant
(𝜎/𝑚) = 10 cm2 g−1, exhibiting cuspy central density profile but
with lower normalization, which is likely due to the deformed shape
of the halo (see Section 5). A more detailed discussion on the mass
density profiles will be presented in Section 4.3.
In addition to the density profile, the kinematic properties of haloes
are also quite different in different dark matter models. Despite some
variations, there are some important features shared by the simula-
tions of different haloes. When the cross-section is high, the rotation
curves of dwarf galaxies in dSIDMmodels are significantly higher at
small radii compared to their CDM counterparts. The differences are
consistent with the findings in density profiles. Again, an outlier is
the dSIDMmodel with (𝜎/𝑚) = 10 cm2 g−1, with the normalization
of rotation velocities lower than other models. For the velocity dis-
persion profile, the ones in eSIDM are flat at halo centers indicating
an isothermal distribution of dark matter particles. The velocity dis-
persions in dSIDMmodels in general decreases towards halo centers.
Particularly, the dSIDMmodel with (𝜎/𝑚) = 10 cm2 g−1 shows dra-
matic decrease in velocity dispersion at 𝑟 . 10 kpc. This indicates
more coherent motion of dark matter particles and a decreasing sup-
port from random velocity dispersion. For the velocity anisotropy
profile, the dSIDM models with (𝜎/𝑚) ≥ 1 cm2 g−1 have lower
velocity anisotropies than their CDM counterparts at halo centers,
indicating that the velocity dispersions are more dominated by the
tangential component. At the same time, the coherent rotation is also
stronger in these dSIDM models. An extreme case is the dSIDM
model with (𝜎/𝑚) = 10 cm2 g−1 where the sub-kpc structure is
clearly in transition from dispersion supported to coherent rotation
supported. The ratio between coherent circular velocity and veloc-
ity dispersion is significantly higher than others. In Section 4.4, the
kinematic properties of simulated galaxies will be investigated in
detail.
4.2 Halo mass and galaxy stellar mass
Wemeasure the bulk properties of the darkmatter haloes and galaxies
in simulations following what has been done for the standard FIRE-
2 simulations as described in Hopkins et al. (2018). We define the
halo mass 𝑀halo and the halo virial radius 𝑅vir using the overdensity
criterion introduced in Bryan&Norman (1998).We define the stellar
mass𝑀∗ as the total mass of all the stellar particles within an aperture
of 0.1 𝑅vir and correspondingly define the stellar half-mass radius
𝑟1/2 as the radius that encloses half of the total stellar mass. For
the isolated dwarf galaxies in simulations, these definitions on the
stellar mass and the stellar half-mass radius give similar results to
what derived using the iterative approach described in Hopkins et al.
(2018).
In Figure 4, we compare the stellar mass versus halo mass of sim-
ulated dwarf galaxies with the scaling relations derived based on
observations (Moster et al. 2014; Brooks & Zolotov 2014; Garrison-
Kimmel et al. 2017). The black dashed lines show 95% inclu-
sion contour assuming the scatter estimated in Garrison-Kimmel
et al. (2017). The simulated dwarfs are consistent with observa-
tions in the stellar mass versus halo mass relation and the galax-
ies we sampled in the simulation suite well represent the "median"
galaxies in the real Universe. With mild dark matter self-interaction
((𝜎/𝑚) . 1 cm2 g−1), the halo and stellar masses of galaxies are
not significantly affected compared to their CDM counterparts, in
agreement with previous studies of eSIDM (e.g., Vogelsberger et al.
2014; Robles et al. 2017; Fitts et al. 2019). However, in the dSIDM
model with (𝜎/𝑚) = 10 cm2 g−1, both the halo masses and the stel-
lar masses decrease for about 0. 1 - 0. 2 dex (compared to CDM) in
dwarf galaxies with 𝑀halo . 1011M . Although this level of dif-
ferences is still minor compared to the scatter of the relation, it is
worth to note that the model with (𝜎/𝑚) = 10 cm2 g−1 behaves
qualitatively different from other models explored. This aspect will
be discussed in Section 4.3 and Section 4.4 in the following.
4.3 Total mass density profiles
In this section, we present the total mass density profiles (includ-
ing the contribution from dark matter, stars and gas) of simulated
MNRAS 000, 1–25 (2021)
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Figure 5. Left: Total mass density profiles of the classical dwarf galaxies in simulations. The three classical dwarfs presented here are m10q, m10b and
m10v. The total mass density profiles in different dark matter models are shown (as labelled). They can be compared to the NFW profiles derived by fitting the
density profiles at large radii of the haloes (0.5 𝑟 cdm1/2 < 𝑟 < 20 𝑟
cdm
1/2 ), and the ratios of the density profiles to the NFW fits are shown in the lower sub-panel. The
gray shaded region denotes the range of radii where we measure the slopes of the density profiles below. The purple dotted vertical line indicates the average
convergence radius (∼ 70 pc) of the classical dwarfs (see Table 1). Right: Local power-law slopes of density profiles of the classical dwarf galaxies. The
slopes are derived via fitting the nearby density profile with power-law. In these classical dwarfs, the CDM model predicts cored central density profiles due to
baryonic feedback. The eSIDMmodel produces cores of slightly bigger sizes and shallower slopes. The dSIDMmodel with (𝜎/𝑚) = 0.1 cm2 g−1 still produces
cored profiles but with higher central densities and steeper slopes than their CDM counterparts. The dSIDM models with effective cross-section > 0.1 cm2 g−1
all produce cuspy central density profiles with power-law slopes centering around −1.5. These profiles are even steeper than the NFW profiles.
dwarf galaxies in dSIDMmodels with different parameters and com-
pare them with the CDM predictions. We note that, for the dwarf
galaxies in simulations, the mass density profiles are dominated by
dark matter. We divide the simulated dwarf galaxies into two cate-
gories: (i) classical dwarfs, e.g. them10’s, with typical halo mass of
. 1010M and sub-kpc stellar half-mass radius; (ii) bright dwarfs,
e.g. them11’s, with typical halo mass of & 1010M and stellar half-
mass radius of several kpc.Wewill investigate the extent at which the
dissipative dark matter self-interactions affect the structure of these
dwarfs.
In the left panel of Figure 5, we show the total mass density
profiles of the classical dwarf galaxies in simulations with CDM,
eSIDM and dSIDM models at 𝑧 = 0 2. The effective cross-section
(𝜎/𝑚)eff of the velocity-dependent dSIDM model in these classical
dwarfs is ∼ 0.3 cm2 g−1 calculated using Equation 11, plugging in
the density and one-dimensional velocity dispersion of dark matter
particles enclosed in a sphere of radius 1/3 𝑟cdm1/2 , where 𝑟
cdm
1/2 is the
stellar half-mass radius in the CDM model. We fit the density pro-
files at large radii of the haloes (0.5 𝑟cdm1/2 < 𝑟 < 20 𝑟
cdm
1/2 ) with the
NFW profile. In the lower sub-panel, we show the ratios between
the density profiles in different models and the NFW fits. In the
right panel of Figure 5, we show the local power-law slopes of the
2 The bursty star formation history in dwarf galaxies could create fluctuations
in density profiles, which leads to uncertainties in the profile measured at the
𝑧 = 0 snapshot. But we have explicitly checked that the difference between
the density profiles at 𝑧 = 0 and other four latest snapshots are minimal.
density profiles. In the lower sub-panel, we show the differences in
the slopes versus the NFW fits. In the classical dwarfs, the central
density profiles are cored in the CDM case due to baryonic feed-
back. The eSIDM model produces profiles with much larger cores
and shallower slopes than CDM. However, the dSIDM models all
predict cuspy and power-law like central density profiles at sub-
kpc scale, except for the one with low self-interaction cross-section
0.1 cm2 g−1. These profiles are even steeper than the NFW profiles,
with power-law slopes∼ −1.5 compared to the−1 asymptotic power-
law slope of the NFW profile at sub-kpc scale. The dSIDM model
with low cross-section of 0.1 cm2 g−1 still produces cored central
profiles in two galaxies, but the central densities are higher, and the
core sizes are smaller than their CDM counterparts. The profiles in
the velocity-dependent dSIDM model lie between the profiles in the
dSIDMmodels with (𝜎/𝑚) = 0.1 and 1 cm2 g−1, which is consistent
with the estimate of (𝜎/𝑚)eff in these systems. Surprisingly, increas-
ing the self-interaction cross-section to 10 cm2 g−1 does not lead to
further contraction of the haloes. Instead, the density profiles in the
model have lower normalization out to∼ 10 kpc, although the profiles
still have cuspy shapes at galaxy centers. The classical dwarf galaxy
that exhibits the strongest decrease in density profile normalization
in this model ism10q. This decreased normalization of density pro-
files measured spherical shells is likely related to the deformation of
haloes (e.g. with the same energy budget, a disk-like structure will
have lower spherically averaged density than a spherical structure).
Assuming that the radial contraction is adiabatic which preserves
specific angular momentum, the radial contraction of dSIDM haloes
MNRAS 000, 1–25 (2021)
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Figure 6. Left: Total mass density profiles of the bright dwarf galaxies in simulations. The three bright dwarfs presented here are m11a, m11b and m11q.
The notation is the same as Figure 5. The purple dotted vertical line here indicates the average convergence radius (∼ 200 pc) of the bright dwarfs (see Table 1).
Right: Local power-law slopes of the density profiles of the bright dwarf galaxies. In these bright dwarfs, the CDM model again predicts cored central
density profiles with even larger cores (∼ kpc) than the classical dwarfs due to stronger baryonic feedback. The eSIDM model produces cores of similar sizes
and slopes. The velocity-dependent dSIDM model has relatively low effective cross-sections (∼ 0.01 cm2 g−1) in these dwarfs. This model still produce cores
but with slightly higher central densities than their CDM counterparts. The dSIDM models with relatively high effective cross-sections ( 0.01 cm2 g−1) still
produce cuspy and power-law like central density profiles. The power-law slopes center around −1.5 with scatter from −2 to −1.
will eventually be halted by the growing centrifugal force from coher-
ent dark matter rotation. This will also make dSIDM haloes deform
from spherical to oblate in shape and the density profiles will ap-
pear with lower normalization. In subsequent sections, we will see
more evidence for this phenomenon from the analysis of kinematic
properties (Section 4.4) and shapes (Section 5) of dark matter haloes.
In the left panel of Figure 6, we show the total mass density pro-
files of the bright dwarf galaxies in simulations with CDM, eSIDM
and dSIDMmodels. The (𝜎/𝑚)eff of the velocity-dependent dSIDM
model in these bright dwarfs is ∼ 0.01 cm2 g−1. In the right panel of
Figure 6, we show the local power-law slopes of the density profiles
of the bright dwarfs. The phenomena in the bright dwarfs are qualita-
tively consistentwith those in the classical dwarfs shown above. In the
bright dwarfs, the central density profiles are cored in the CDM case.
The decrease of the central density compared to the NFW profile is
stronger than that in the classical dwarfs, due to stronger baryonic
feedback in the bright dwarfs. The eSIDM model again produces
larger cores and shallower slopes in these galaxies compared to the
CDM case. In dSIDMmodels, the shapes of the density profiles vary
with the self-interaction cross-section (or equivalently the efficiency
of dissipation, assuming fixed 𝑓diss). The velocity-dependent dSIDM
model has relatively low effective cross-section in the bright dwarfs
and thus the central density profiles are still cored, similar to theCDM
case. However, in the dSIDM model with (𝜎/𝑚) = 0.1 cm2 g−1,
cuspy and power-law like central profiles show up in two out of the
three bright dwarfs and the only cored one shows enhanced central
densities at 𝑟 . kpc. In the dSIDM model with (𝜎/𝑚) = 1 cm2 g−1,
the central profiles of all three bright dwarfs are cuspywith power-law
slopes centering around −1.5 at sub-kpc scale. In the dSIDM model
with (𝜎/𝑚) = 10 cm2 g−1, the density profiles have lower normal-
ization although they are still cuspy, similar to the phenomenon we
found in the classical dwarfs. Here, the bright dwarf galaxy that ex-
hibits the strongest decrease in density profile normalization in this
model is m11b.
Comparing the density profiles of the classical dwarfs and bright
dwarfs, we find that the dSIDMmodel with the same constant cross-
section can behave qualitatively differently in galaxies of different
masses. For example, the model with (𝜎/𝑚) = 0.1 cm2 g−1 pro-
duces cored central profiles in two of the classical dwarfs but pro-
duces cuspy central profiles in two of the bright dwarfs. As discussed
in Section 3, the dissipation time scale of models with constant cross-
section inversely depends on density and velocity dispersion of the
system. The bright dwarfs typically have much higher velocity dis-
persion at their centers than the classical dwarfs while the central
densities are comparable to the classical dwarfs. As expected, dissi-
pation has stronger impact in the bright dwarfs. On the other hand, the
velocity-dependent dSIDM model produces cuspy central profiles in
the classical dwarfs but produces cored central profiles in the bright
dwarfs. The dissipation time scale of the velocity-dependent model
inversely depends on density but exhibits a 𝑣3 asymptotic depen-
dence on velocity dispersion. The opposite dependence on velocity
dispersion makes the impact of dissipation stronger in the classical
dwarfs.
To quantify the impact of dissipation on galaxy structures, we
measure the slopes of the total mass density profiles at galaxy centers.
The aperture we choose for this measurement is 0.2 − 0.8% 𝑅cdmvir
(as indicated by the gray bands in Figure 5 and 6), where 𝑅cdmvir is
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Figure 7. Slopes of the central density profiles of dwarf galaxies in the simulation suite. The slopes are measured at 0.2− 0.8%𝑅cdmvir . The slopes measured
in simulations with different dark matter models are shown in open markers (as labelled). Galaxies are ordered from left to right based on their stellar-to-halo
mass ratios (𝑀∗/𝑀halo), and are classified as classical dwarfs and bright dwarfs. (The ultra-faint dwarf m09 in the suite also has its 𝑀∗/𝑀halo value lying in
the classical dwarf regime.) The asymptotic behaviours of the slopes at the low mass end are clearly different between different dark matter models. In low-mass
dwarf galaxies, the density profiles in dSIDM models with (𝜎/𝑚) ≥ 1 cm2 g−1 and the velocity-dependent model converge to a slope of ∼ −1.5 (indicated
by the thick red horizontal line). The slope is steeper than the asymptotic slope −1 of the NFW profile (∼ −1.1 at the radii we measure the slope, indicated by
the thick black horizontal line). In contrast, the dSIDM model with (𝜎/𝑚) = 0.1 cm2 g−1 can still produce small cores in some dwarf galaxies with relatively
strong baryonic feedback, with 𝛼 ∼ −1 at the radius of measurement and becoming even shallower at smaller radii as shown in the right panels of Figure 5
and 6. In the bright dwarfs, the velocity-dependent dSIDM model produces cored profiles with 𝛼 ∼ −0.5. The dSIDM models with constant cross-sections still
produce cuspy density profiles with slopes centering around −1.5 but scattering from −2 to −1. Unlike dSIDM models, density profiles in CDM are shallower
than the NFW profile and are shallower in more massive dwarf galaxies, due to stronger baryonic feedback there (indicated by the thick cyan line). The eSIDM
model consistently produces cored density profiles with slope ∼ −0.2 in most of the dwarf galaxies (indicated by the thick gray horizontal line). We note that
all the thick reference lines are meant to label different “tracks” and are rigorous fits to the simulation results.
the virial radius of the halo in the CDM model. 3 This has been
chosen since it is an appropriate aperture to illustrate the impact of
dissipation at small radii while remaining larger than the convergence
radii of dark matter profiles in these runs (see Table 1). In Figure 7,
we show the power-law slopes of the density profiles (measured at
0.2 − 0.8%𝑅cdmvir ) of simulated dwarf galaxies versus their stellar-to-
halo mass ratios (𝑀∗/𝑀halo). The slopes of the density profiles in
different models show four different “tracks”:
• The NFW profile has an asymptotic −1 4 power-law slope at galaxy
centers.
3 The virial radius does not vary much in simulations with different dark
matter models. Using the virial radius in the CDM run is simply to ensure
that the aperture is identical for different dark matter models.
4 The slope of the NFW profile varies with radius. At the radii we measure
the slopes, the NFW profile has a slope of ∼ −1.1.
• In CDM, baryonic feedback drives gas outflow and creates fluctua-
tions in the central gravitational potential which significantly affects
the distribution of dark matter. Dwarf galaxies have shallower den-
sity profiles than the NFW profile. The difference in slope peaks in
most massive bright dwarfs where baryonic feedback is most effi-
cient in perturbing galaxy structures, as has been found in previous
studies (e.g., Di Cintio et al. 2014; Chan et al. 2015; Oñorbe et al.
2015; Tollet et al. 2016; Lazar et al. 2020).
• In eSIDM, elastic dark matter self-interaction drives the halo to
thermal equilibrium and produces an isothermal density profile with
a core at the center. The power-law slopes of the central profiles are
close to zero in most of the simulated dwarf galaxies, regardless of
their mass.
• In dSIDM, dissipative dark matter self-interaction is a competing
factor against baryonic feedback in shaping the central density profile.
When (𝜎/𝑚)eff > 0.1 cm2 g−1, dark matter dissipation becomes
dominant and the central density profiles in dwarf galaxies are steeper
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Figure 8. Top: Slope change versus effective self-interaction cross-section
of dwarf galaxies in simulations. Δ𝛼 is defined as the difference in slopes
measured at 0.2− 0.8%𝑅cdmvir between galaxies in dSIDM and CDM. The red
dashed line labels the qualitative trend (not rigorous fitting). In the regime
where (𝜎/𝑚)eff < 1 cm2 g−1, the steepening of central profiles induced
by dissipative dark matter self-interactions becomes progressively stronger in
systemswith higher effective cross-sections. In the regimewhere (𝜎/𝑚)eff >
1 cm2 g−1, the steepening of central profiles saturates. Bottom: Slope change
versus dissipation time scale at halo center. When log (𝑡cdiss/𝑡H) > −1,
the density profiles become steeper as 𝑡cdiss decreases while the steepening
saturates when log (𝑡cdiss/𝑡H) < −1.
than the ones in the CDMmodel. 5 In the classical dwarfs, the power-
law slopes are steeper than the −1 of NFW profiles and asymptote
to ∼ −1.5. In the bright dwarfs, the power-law slopes have larger
scatter, ranging from −2 to −1. When the (𝜎/𝑚)eff is relatively low
(e.g. the model with (𝜎/𝑚) = 0.1 cm2 g−1 in the classical dwarfs
and the velocity-dependent model in the bright dwarfs), the central
density profiles are affected by a mixture of dark matter dissipation
and baryonic feedback, which compete with each other. In some
dwarfs with relatively strong feedback effects, the slopes become
shallower than the ∼ −1.5 value at the radius of measurement. They
could even develop a core (𝛼 & −0.5) at smaller radii as shown in
the right panels of Figure 5 and 6.
To demonstrate the net impact of dissipation, in the top panel of
Figure 8, we show the slope change Δ𝛼 versus the effective self-
5 We verify that the impact of baryonic feedback becomes negligible in this
regime through the comparison with DMO simulations in Section 7.2.
interaction cross-section (𝜎/𝑚)eff . Δ𝛼 is defined as the difference in
slopes measured at 0.2− 0.8%𝑅cdmvir between galaxies in dSIDM and
CDM, Δ𝛼 = 𝛼dsidm − 𝛼cdm. More negative Δ𝛼 indicates stronger
impact of dissipation on the steepness of the density profile. The ef-
fective self-interaction cross-section is calculated using Equation 11,
plugging in the density and one-dimensional velocity dispersion of
dark matter particles enclosed in a sphere of radius 1/3 𝑟cdm1/2 . The red
dashed line shows the qualitative trend (not rigorous fitting) of Δ𝛼
versus (𝜎/𝑚)eff . When (𝜎/𝑚)eff . 1 cm2 g−1, the steepening of the
central density profiles induced by dissipation becomes progressively
stronger in systems with higher effective cross-sections. The change
of the power-law slope scales roughly linearly as the logarithm of
the effective cross-section. When (𝜎/𝑚)eff is larger than 1 cm2 g−1,
the steepening of the central density profiles saturates. The Δ𝛼 when
(𝜎/𝑚)eff ' 10 cm2 g−1 is comparable to the (𝜎/𝑚)eff ' 0.1 cm2 g−1
case. In the bottom panel of Figure 8, we show the slope change Δ𝛼
versus the dissipation time scale at halo center 𝑡cdiss, calculated us-
ing Equation 8. The steepening of the central density profiles occurs
when 𝑡cdiss becomes comparable to 𝑡H. The slope difference becomes
larger as 𝑡cdiss decreases when 𝑡
c
diss & 0.1 𝑡H. When 𝑡
c
diss . 0.1 𝑡H, the
steepening of the central profile saturates, similar to the trend in the
top panel. This is likely related to the increasing rotation support of
dark matter when (𝜎/𝑚)eff & 1 cm2 g−1, which will be shown in the
following section.
4.4 Kinematic properties
In this section,wewill explore the kinematic properties of darkmatter
particles in the simulated dwarf galaxies. These properties include
velocity dispersion, coherent rotation velocity, velocity anisotropy
and the velocity distribution function of dark matter.
To evaluate these properties, we first divide a simulated halo into
spherical shells with respect to the halo center. In each shell, we
measure the total angular momentum of dark matter particles and
align the z-axis of the coordinate system with the direction of the
angular momentum. This helps us define the azimuthal and zenith
directions (note that different shells could have different directions of
angular momentum and thus different definitions of the z-axis). The
velocities of darkmatter particles are decomposed to the radial, zenith
and azimuthal components (𝑣r, 𝑣 \ and 𝑣𝜙) in spherical galactocentric
coordinates. The coherent rotation velocity 𝑉rot of particles in the















where 𝐽dm is the total angular momentum of dark matter particles in
the shell,𝑀dm is the total mass of dark matter in the shell, 𝐼shell is the
moment of inertia of the shell, 𝑟o and 𝑟i are the outer and inner radii
of the shell, 𝑅shell is the median radius of the shell. Here, we have as-
sumed that the mass is uniformly distributed in the shell in the calcu-
lation ofmoment of inertia.We alsomeasure themean inflow/outflow
velocity (𝑣r) of dark matter particles in the shell. We subtract both the
coherent rotation velocity and the mean inflow/outflow velocity be-
fore measuring the velocity dispersion 𝜎r, 𝜎\ and 𝜎𝜙 corresponding
to the radial direction, and the azimuthal and zenith angles, respec-
tively. Finally, the three-dimensional velocity dispersion is calculated
as: 𝜎3d =
√︃
𝜎2r + 𝜎2\ + 𝜎
2
𝜙
. The one-dimensional velocity dispersion
is estimated as: 𝜎1d =
√︃
(𝜎2r + 𝜎2\ + 𝜎
2
𝜙
)/3. The degree of velocity
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Figure 9. Coherent rotation velocity relative to velocity dispersion of
dark matter in simulations. The coherent rotation velocities and the velocity
dispersions are measured in spherical shells as discussed in the main text. We
present the results in CDM and dSIDM with (𝜎/𝑚) = 1 and 10 cm2 g−1.
For each model, we show the results of five dwarf galaxies: m10q, m10b,
m10v, m11a and m11b. The coherent rotation becomes more prominent
inside ∼ 1%𝑅vir as the self-interaction cross section increases, but not in
every galaxy. The two galaxies that have rotation velocities comparable to


















Figure 10. Velocity anisotropy profiles of dark matter in simulated dwarf
galaxies. The velocity anisotropies are calculated using Equation 13. We
present the results in CDM and dSIDMwith (𝜎/𝑚) = 1 and 10 cm2 g−1. For
each model, we show the results of the same five galaxies as in Figure 9. The
velocity anisotropy decreases as the self-interaction cross-section increases
and eventually becomes negative, suggesting that the velocity dispersion is
more dominated by the tangential component. This is consistent with more
coherent rotation found in Figure 9.
anisotropy is calculated as







Under this definition, 𝛽 = 0 corresponds to an isotropic velocity
dispersion, 𝛽 = 1 to a velocity dispersion purely dominated by the
radial component, and negative 𝛽 to a velocity dispersion dominated
by the tangential component.
Coherent rotation: A natural consequence of dissipative interac-
tions is that particles tend to move in a more coherent fashion, rather
than in random dispersion. If the energy dissipation is faster than
the relaxation processes (either through dark matter self-interactions
or gravitational interactions), the coherent rotation would gradually
become prominent in the system if angular momentum is conserved.
In Figure 9, we show the ratio between coherent rotation veloc-
ity and three-dimensional velocity dispersion of dark matter mea-
sured in spherical shells in CDM and dSIDM with (𝜎/𝑚) = 1 and
10 cm2 g−1. For each model, each line corresponds to one of the sim-
ulated dwarf galaxies:m10q,m10b,m10v,m11a andm11b. Quali-
tatively, the coherent rotation velocity at small galactocenric radii be-
comes progressivelymore prominent as self-interaction cross-section
becomes higher (and dissipation becomes more efficient). At large
radii, the systematic difference becomes negligible. Quantitatively,
there are apparent galaxy-to-galaxy variations. The ratio can reach
∼ 0.5 inside ∼ 1% 𝑅vir (roughly sub-kpc scale in dwarfs) in m10q
and m11b in dSIDM with (𝜎/𝑚) = 10 cm2 g−1, while in m11a and
m10b, the ratio remains . 0.1 inside∼ 1% 𝑅vir in anymodels. These
evidences suggest that, at the centers of galaxies, some dSIDM real-
izations are in a transition from a pure dispersion supported system
to a system supported by a mixture of random velocity dispersion
and coherent rotation. The radial scale for this transition to take place
is a few percent of the virial radius. Such scale is quite consistent
with the centrifugal barrier ∼ 𝑠𝑅vir (𝑠 is the halo spin parameter
with typical value ∼ 0. 01 - 0. 1) found for dissipative gas in CDM
haloes (e.g., Mo et al. 1998).
Velocity anisotropy: In Figure 10, we show the velocity anisotropy
of dark matter measured in spherical shells in CDM and dSIDM
with (𝜎/𝑚) = 1 and 10 cm2 g−1. The velocity anisotropies are cal-
culated using Equation 13. The measured anisotropy is not sensitive
to the bulk motion of dark matter in the shell since we have sub-
tracted the mean rotation/inflow/outflow velocities. For each model,
we show the results of the same five galaxies as in Figure 9. CDM
haloes are almost isotropic at the centers with mild radial velocity
dispersion anisotropy at the outskirt, which is consistent with previ-
ous studies (e.g, Lemze et al. 2012; Sparre & Hansen 2012; Wojtak
et al. 2013). In dSIDM models, it is similar to the CDM case that
the velocity anisotropy increases towards larger galactocentric radii.
However, as dissipation becomes more efficient, the normalization
of the velocity anisotropy decreases and eventually becomes nega-
tive at small radii. In the dSIDM model with (𝜎/𝑚) = 10 cm2 g−1,
the velocity anisotropy drops to ∼ −0.2 at 𝑟 ∼ 1% 𝑅vir, suggesting
that the tangential component of the velocity dispersion is relatively
stronger there. This phenomenon is inline with the more prominent
coherent rotation developed in dSIDM haloes.
Phase space distribution: In Figure 11, we present the density
distribution function of dark matter in the 𝑣𝜙 − 𝑣r phase space,
d𝜌dm/d𝑣rd𝑣𝜙 , of m10q andm10v. We compare the results in CDM
and dSIDMwith (𝜎/𝑚) = 10 cm2 g−1 to better illustrate the contrast.
The phase space distributions are measured in three radial bins: cen-
tral, 𝑟 < 𝑟cdm1/2 /3 (∼ 100 - 200 pc); intermediate, 𝑟
cdm
1/2 /3 < 𝑟 < 3𝑟
cdm
1/2
(∼ kpc) and “outskirt”, 3𝑟cdm1/2 < 𝑟 < 0.5𝑅
cdm
vir (& 10 kpc). The az-
imuthal and zenith directions are defined based on the direction of
the total angular momentum of dark matter in each radial bin re-
spectively. From inside out, each contour is determined such that it
encloses a certain percentile (as labelled on the contour line) of dark
matter particles in the bin. We note that, different from the measure-
ment of velocity dispersions, the coherent rotation or inflow/outflow
velocity has not been subtracted when determining 𝑣r and 𝑣𝜙 . Dark
matter at small and intermediate radii in the dSIDM model with
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Figure 11. Phase space distribution function of dark matter in simulated classical dwarfs. We present the two-dimensional density distribution of dark
matter in the 𝑣𝜙 − 𝑣r phase space, d𝜌dm/d𝑣rd𝑣𝜙 . In the three columns, we show the distribution in three radial bins: central, 𝑟 < 𝑟 cdm1/2 /3, intermediate,
𝑟 cdm1/2 /3 < 𝑟 < 3𝑟
cdm
1/2 , and “outskirt”, 3𝑟
cdm
1/2 < 𝑟 < 0.5𝑅
cdm
vir , respectively. From inside out, each contour is determined such that it encloses a certain percentile
of dark matter particles in the bin. The percentiles range from 10% to 90% with 20% as interval, as labeled on the contours. The dots represent the locations
where the velocity distribution function peaks. Dark matter in dSIDM models exhibit positive median 𝑣𝜙 while the phase space distribution is almost isotropic
in CDM. The differences consistently show up in the three radial bins and suggest a coherent rotation built up in dSIDM haloes. The phase space distribution in
the dSIDM model is also more peaky than the CDM case, at least for the central and intermediate radial bins.
(𝜎/𝑚) = 10 cm2 g−1 exhibits a median 𝑣𝜙 ' 5−10 km s−1 contrary
to the almost zero median 𝑣𝜙 in the CDM case. The distribution in
the dSIDM model is also more peaky than the CDM case. The dif-
ferences here is consistent with the coherent rotation of dark matter
in dSIDM found above. At the outskirt of the galaxy, the increase in
the median of 𝑣𝜙 is still visible but the scatter in the phase space also
becomes larger.
In Figure 12, we show the velocity (|𝑣 |) distribution functions
of dark matter in the classical dwarfs in CDM and dSIDM with
(𝜎/𝑚) = 1 and 10 cm2 g−1. We present the results at small (𝑟 <
𝑟cdm1/2 /3) and intermediate galactocentric radii (𝑟
cdm
1/2 /3 < 𝑟 < 3𝑟
cdm
1/2 ),
respectively. We also show the distribution function in log-log scale
to emphasize the low velocity tail. Compared to the CDM case,
the velocity distributions in dSIDM models show apparent suppres-
sion at the high velocity tail and bumps at lower velocities, due to
relatively high interaction rates of particles with high absolute ve-
locities. The low velocity tail is less affected by dissipation due to
relatively low interaction rates there. The peak velocity decreases
as self-interaction cross-section becomes larger. The phenomenon is
actually opposite to the prediction of the “gravothermal collapse” in
SIDM haloes (e.g., Balberg et al. 2002; Essig et al. 2019). The differ-
ence reflects the deviation of dSIDMhaloes from both dynamical and
thermal equilibrium in the phase of radial contraction, as well as the
fact that one cannot assume velocity distributions as purely isotropic
in relaxed dSIDM haloes. Compared with the Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution, the velocity distributions in CDM have extended tails
at both the low and high velocity tail, since CDM particles are col-
lisionless and are not locally thermalized. The distributions in the
dSIDM models are suppressed the high velocity tail. At small galac-
tocentric radii, the asymptotic behaviour of the velocity distribution
function in CDM and dSIDM are quite different from the Maxwell-
Boltzmann distribution, decreasing slower towards lower velocities.
However, at intermediate radii, both CDM and dSIDM have distribu-
tions that resemble the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution at the low
velocity tail.
5 HALO SHAPE
The change in halo shape is another important signature for alterna-
tive dark matter physics. This aspect has been explored in detail for
the eSIDM case (e.g., Zemp et al. 2011; Peter et al. 2013; Robles
et al. 2017; Brinckmann et al. 2018; Sameie et al. 2018). In dSIDM
haloes, morphological changes in response to the energy dissipation
are also expected, inline with the steepening of the density profile
and the increased rotation support found in previous sections.
To measure the shape of dark matter haloes, we determine the
orientation and magnitude of the principal axes of dark matter distri-
bution by computing the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the shape








where 𝜌(r) is the dark matter mass density at position r with respect
to halo center. In terms of discrete darkmatter particles, each element
of the tensor is calculated as
𝑆ij =
∑
k 𝑚k (𝑟k)i (𝑟k)j∑
k 𝑚k
. (15)
where 𝑚k is the mass of the k-th dark matter particle and (𝑟k)i is the
spatial coordinate of the k-th particle. The three eigenvectors of the
shape tensor give the three axes of the mass distribution. Specifically,
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Figure 12. Velocity distribution functions of dark matter in the classical dwarfs. Top left: Velocity distribution function at small galactocentric radii
(𝑟 < 𝑟 cdm1/2 /3). We show the velocity distributions in CDM and dSIDM with (𝜎/𝑚) = 1 and 10 cm
2 g−1 (as labelled). As a reference, a Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution is shown with the thick gray line. Compared to CDM, the velocity distribution functions in dSIDM models are more suppressed at the high velocity
tail as the cross-section increases and the peaks of the distributions also decrease systematically. Top right: Same velocity distribution functions as the top left
panel but in log-log scale to highlight the asymptotic behaviour at the low velocity tail. Both CDM and dSIDM models have velocity distribution functions that
decreases slower than the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution at the low velocity tail. Dissipation has limited impact at low velocities due to small interaction rates
there. Bottom left: Velocity distribution function at intermediate galactocentric radii (𝑟 cdm1/2 /3 < 𝑟 < 3𝑟
cdm
1/2 ). Similar differences in the velocity distribution of
CDM and dSIDM are found compared to the one at small radii. Bottom right: The same velocity distribution function as the bottom left panel but in log-log
scale. Both CDM and dSIDM models have velocity distributions that overall resemble the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution at the low velocity tail.
the major, intermediate and minor axes will be denoted as a, b and c,
respectively. The ratios between the eigenvalues of the shape tensor
give the axis ratios of the mass distribution.
For the simulated dark matter haloes, we perform this measure-
ment in a fixed volume of 𝑉 = 4𝜋𝑟3lim/3, where 𝑟lim is chosen to be
1 kpc. The volume is an ellipsoid with its major, intermediate and
minor axes (a, b and c are set to 𝑟lim initially) updated iteratively
until convergence is reached. This gives an estimation of the shape
of the dark matter halo at kpc scale. In the top panel of Figure 13,
we show the minor/intermediate axis ratio (𝑐/𝑏) versus the inter-
mediate/major axis ratio (𝑏/𝑎) of dark matter mass distribution at
𝑧 = 0 in simulations. Most of the CDM haloes are triaxial, with a
clear hierarchy of minor, intermediate and major axes, and lean to-
wards prolate shapes likely driven by mild radial velocity dispersion
anisotropy (e.g., Warren et al. 1992; Bett et al. 2007; Hayashi et al.
2007). The eSIDM haloes overall become more spherical than CDM
haloes. Despite some galaxy-to-galaxy variations, it is clear that
haloes in the dSIDMmodels behave as oblate or spherical spheroids,
with the intermediate axes always comparable to the major axes. In
the model with (𝜎/𝑚) = 1 cm2 g−1, haloes are quite spherical with
𝑏/𝑎 & 0.9 and 𝑐/𝑏 & 0.8. The radial contraction washes the initial
triaxiality of the haloes and the increased central force makes haloes
more spherical. However, in the model with (𝜎/𝑚) = 10 cm2 g−1,
two of the haloes become oblate in shape, with 𝑐/𝑏 drops to around
0.5 and 0.7, while the other three are still quite spherical in the end.
In the bottom panel of Figure 13, we show the evolution of the
axis ratios of m10q from 𝑧 ' 2.2 to 𝑧 = 0 as an example. The halo
shape is again measured at central kpc scale, invariant of redshift.
We choosem10q as an example, since it has dramatic changes in its
shape in dSIDM models. The markers with darker colors represent
measurements at lower redshifts. The CDM halo stays triaxial since
𝑧 ' 2.2 with little change in its shape subsequently. The eSIDM halo
are initially triaxial but becomes progressively more spherical at late
times due to elastic scattering of dark matter. The halo in dSIDM
with (𝜎/𝑚) = 1 cm2 g−1 is already more spherical than CDM and
eSIDM counterparts at 𝑧 ' 2.2 and it becomes extremely spherical
(𝑐/𝑏, 𝑏/𝑎 > 0.95) at 𝑧 = 0. However, the halo in dSIDM with
(𝜎/𝑚) = 10 cm2 g−1 initially follows the track of becoming more
spherical but then turns oblate in shape. We note that, though not
shown explicitly here, the other halo (m11b) which ends up oblate
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Figure 13. Top: Axis ratios of dark matter haloes at central kpc in simu-
lations at 𝑧 = 0.We show the minor/intermediate axis ratio (𝑐/𝑏) versus the
intermediate/major axis ratio (𝑐/𝑎) of dark matter mass distribution in differ-
ent simulations. The axes are measured iteratively while fixing the volume of
an ellipsoid as 4𝜋/3 𝑟3lim, where 𝑟lim is chosen to be 1 kpc. When 𝑐/𝑏 (𝑏/𝑎)
is close to unity, the system is a prolate (oblate) spheroid. When both 𝑐/𝑏 and
𝑏/𝑎 are close to unity, the system is spherically symmetric. In CDM, dark
matter haloes are triaxial ellipsoids with a clear hierarchy of minor, interme-
diate and major axes. The CDM haloes lean towards prolate shapes, driven
by mild radial dispersion anisotropy. In the dSIDM model with (𝜎/𝑚) = 1
and 10 cm2 g−1, dark matter haloes behave as oblate spheroids, driven by the
coherent rotation of dark matter. In the extreme cases (e.g., m10q in dSIDM
with (𝜎/𝑚) = 10 cm2 g−1), 𝑐/𝑏 drops to as low as ∼ 0.5 while 𝑏/𝑎 stays
around unity. At larger radii (𝑟  kpc), the qualitative trends are similar but
the differences between dark matter models become rapidly smaller. Bottom:
Evolution of the axis ratios of m10q at central kpc from 𝑧 ' 2.2 to 𝑧 = 0.
The markers with darker colors represent measurements at lower redshifts.
The CDM halo stays triaxial since 𝑧 ' 2.2 while the eSIDM halo becomes
more spherical at late times. The halo in dSIDM with (𝜎/𝑚) = 1 cm2 g−1
is already more spherical than CDM and eSIDM counterparts at 𝑧 ' 2.2 and
it becomes extremely spherical at 𝑧 = 0. However, the halo in dSIDM with
(𝜎/𝑚) = 10 cm2 g−1 initially follows the track of becoming more spherical
but then turns oblate in shape.
(𝑐/𝑏 ∼ 0.5 at 𝑧 = 0) in the model with (𝜎/𝑚) = 10 cm2 g−1 has
similar evolutionary track in the axis ratio plane. However, the three
haloes (m10b, m10v, m11a) that end up spherical (𝑐/𝑏, 𝑏/𝑎 & 0.9
at at 𝑧 = 0) are still in the phase of turning spherical.
The morphological differences found here are consistent with our
findings in the previous sections that coherent rotation develops in
dSIDM haloes with (𝜎/𝑚) = 10 cm2 g−1 and could also result in the
lower normalization of the density profiles (measured in spherical
shells) found in Section 4.3. In the model with (𝜎/𝑚) = 10 cm2 g−1,
the two haloes that become oblate in shape at 𝑧 = 0 (m10q and
m11b) are the haloes with the most significant coherent rotation
(as presented in Section 4.4) and also with the most significant de-
crease in density profile normalization (as presented in Section 4.4).
When the coherent rotation velocity becomes comparable to the
velocity dispersion, a self-gravitating spheroidal system consisting
of collisionless particles flattens. This is a well-known behaviour
in the stellar distribution of elliptical galaxies (e.g., Davies et al.
1983; Cappellari et al. 2007) and models of isotropic oblate rotating
spheroids (Binney 1978; Binney & Tremaine 1987, 2008). Similar to
these previous studies, the response of the ellipticity of the spheroid
to 𝑉rot/𝜎3d is weak. In the simulated dwarfs m10q and m11b, sig-
nificant coherent rotation of 𝑉rot/𝜎3d ∼ 0.5 results in only modest
ellipticity of the halo (𝑐/𝑏, 𝑐/𝑎 ∼ 0.5 − 0.7 at 𝑟 . kpc). However,
the coherent rotation and halo deformation are weaker in other sim-
ulated dwarfs and this is likely related to the differences in the mass
assembly history of the dwarfs.
We note that, for the oblate spheroids we found here, the mi-
nor and major axes are still comparable to each other. The shape
is qualitatively different from the thin "dark disk" discussed in the
literature (albeit for Milky Way-sized galaxies) regarding dissipative
dark matter (Fan et al. 2013a,b, 2014; Randall & Scholtz 2015; Foot
2013; Foot & Vagnozzi 2015, 2016). The dissipation time scale in
the model studied here is still orders of magnitude longer than the
dynamical time scale of the system, which prevents fragmentation
of the dark matter into e.g., “dark stars” and other compact struc-
tures (e.g., Hoyle 1953; Rees 1976; Gammie 2001). This is quali-
tatively different from baryon-like dissipative dark matter models.
In addition, unlike those models that assume dissipative dark matter
is a sub-component of all the dark matter, the model studied here
assumes that all the dark matter are dissipative. In our case, there
would be no external gravitational force that can suppress the growth
of secular gravitational instabilities (e.g., Ostriker & Peebles 1973;
Christodoulou et al. 1995), which prevents the formation of a cold
and thin "dark disk" completely supported by rotation.
6 DISCUSSION
In previous sections, we have presented several signatures of dSIDM
models in dwarf galaxies that differ from their CDM counterparts. In
this section, we discuss these phenomena in more detail and provide
some physical explanations to the behaviours using simple analytical
arguments.
6.1 Slope of the density profile
When 𝜎/𝑚 becomes large enough such that the dissipation time
scale is comparable or lower than the Hubble time scale (1/𝐻0), all
the dSIDM haloes in simulations first undergo radial contraction,
accompanied by the steepening of the central density profiles. It is
surprising that, during this phase, the asymptotic power-law slopes
of the central density profiles of dwarf galaxies converge to ∼ −1.5
(though with significant scatter ∼ 0.5 in the bright dwarfs), insensi-
tive to the detailed value of effective cross-section.
The cooling and contraction of dSIDM haloes here share some
similarities with the cooling and collapse of gas clouds in the bary-
onic sector, which have been well studied in the context of star
formation. However, compared to dSIDM haloes studied here, there
are notable differences in the hierarchy of relevant time scales, which
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result in different evolution patterns. Gas clouds exhibit much higher
particle scattering rates and less energy dissipation per scattering, so
the collisional relaxation time scale is orders of magnitude shorter
than the cooling time scale, which means that global thermal equi-
librium is easier to be established in gas clouds. During the early
contraction of gas clouds, it is often assumed that the compressional
heating will offset the radiative loss of thermal energy and keep the
cloud nearly isothermal (e.g., Gaustad 1963; Shu 1977). However, in
dSIDM haloes, since the dissipation time scale is comparable to the
collision time scale (see Section 3), the dSIDM fluid cannot adjust
itself to global thermal equilibrium during the contraction of the sys-
tem, which is qualitatively different from the isothermal contraction
of gas clouds. This is supported by the fact that the velocity disper-
sion profiles (shown in Figure 3) at the centers of simulated dwarfs
in are never flat in dSIDMmodels, contrary to the isothermal profiles
in eSIDM cases.
For gas clouds, the isothermal contraction will gradually increase
the imbalance of gravitational forces over thermal pressure forces,
which eventually results in the free-fall collapse of the central part
of the cloud (e.g., Bodenheimer & Sweigart 1968; Penston 1969a,b;
Larson 1969; Shu 1977; Hunter 1977; Foster & Chevalier 1993).
In terms of time scales, the free-fall collapse will happen when the
cooling time scale becomes shorter than the dynamical time scale of
the cloud. However, in dSIDM haloes, this is also prohibited, since
the dissipation time scale (in the surveyed parameter space) is orders
of magnitude larger than the dynamical time scale of the system. As
the dissipation of thermal/kinetic energy drives the contraction of
the halo on the dynamical time scale, dark matter particles could be
gravitationally accelerated again, which would effectively increase
the thermal pressure and slow down the collapse. Moreover, on the
dynamical time scale, dark matter particles from different radii can
“mix” because they are only weakly collisional as oppose to gas. As
a consequence, even though the global thermal equilibrium of the
system is broken, the contraction would still be much slower than the
free-fall collapse of gas clouds (as found in Figure 11).
We find the behaviour of our systems can be reasonably described
by the solution for a “slow” quasi-equilibrium cooling flow (with neg-
ligible thermal conduction) rather than rapid isothermal or gravother-
mal “collapse”. Following Stern et al. (2019), the continuity equation
of an adiabatic slow-cooling halo, that is spherically symmetric and
isotropic Jeans pressure supported, can be written as
d ln 𝜌
d ln 𝑟
+ d ln 𝑣r
d ln 𝑟
= −2, (16)
where 𝜌 is the density of the fluid and 𝑣r is the radial inflow velocity.
The momentum equation and the entropy equation of the system can













where 𝑣c is the circular velocity, 𝑐s is the adiabatic sound speed, 𝛾
is the adiabatic index and 𝑡cool is the cooling time scale of the fluid.
Applying the solution to the cooling flow of dark matter, we replace
the sound speed 𝑐s with the one-dimensional velocity dispersion of
dark matter 𝜎1d and the cooling time scale 𝑡cool with the dissipation
time scale 𝑡diss of dark matter self-interactions. In the "subsonic"









A simple self-similar solution exists by requiring that all the logarith-
mic derivatives of dark matter properties are constants. Then 𝑣2c/𝜎21d
and (𝑟/𝑣r)/𝑡diss also need to be constants. If we assume 𝜌 ∼ 𝑟𝛼, we
obtain the scaling of the one-dimensional velocity dispersion as
𝜎1d ∼ 𝑣c ∼
√︁
𝐺𝑀enc (𝑟)/𝑟 ∼ 𝑟1+𝛼/2. (19)
In the meantime, Equation 16 implies that 𝑣r ∼ 𝑟−𝛼−2. According
to Equation 8, the dissipation time scale 𝑡diss scales with density
and velocity dispersion as 𝜌−1𝜎−11d ∼ 𝑟
−(1+3𝛼/2) . If we plug in the







So the power-law solution (which requires the term to be a constant
at all radii) has 𝛼 = −8/5. Quantitatively, the slope of the density
profile given by this “dark cooling flow” solution is consistent with
the finding in dSIDM simulations that the asymptotic slopes of the
density profiles converge to around −1.5. It also predicts 𝜎1d ∼ 𝑟0.2,
which is consistent with the central velocity dispersions of simulated
dwarfs that mildly increase with radii.
6.2 Dark matter energy transfer in dSIDM
In general, “thermal conduction” and dissipation are the two main
mechanisms in SIDMhaloes to transfer kinetic energy of darkmatter.
“Thermal conduction” is dark matter collisional energy transfer. The
detailed form of the heat conductivity depends on the nature of the
heat conduction. In the theory of thermal conductivity of an ideal
fluid, the heat flux is the averaged one-way flux of particles across an
imaginary surface multiplied by the difference in energy per particle










where 𝑘B is the Boltzmann constant, 𝑙 is the characteristic distance
between the starting and ending points and 𝜏 is the time between col-
lisions. In SIDM haloes, the collision (or close encounters) between
particles is governed by dark matter self-interactions since the colli-
sion time scale of dark matter self-interaction is significantly lower
than the two-body gravitational relaxation time scale. Thus, we have
𝜏 = 𝑡coll. If the mean free path between collisions is significantly
shorter than the physical size of the system (referred to as the Short
Mean Free Path (SMFP) regime), dark matter will behave like a fluid
and the heat conductivity is fully regulated by the mean free path of
dark matter particles (𝑙 = _ = 1/(𝜌𝜎/𝑚)). Therefore, in this regime,















𝜋) in the Chapman-Enskog theory (e.g., Chapman
& Cowling 1970; Lifshitz & Pitaevskii 1981) and 0.25/(4/
√
𝜋) in
numerical simulations (Koda & Shapiro 2011).
On the other hand, this picture is not valid when the mean free path
between collisions is much larger than the gravitational scale height







In this regime, particles can travel several orbits before experiencing
a collision. Lynden-Bell & Eggleton (1980) found that the character-
istic distance between encounters in this limit (for weakly collisional
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(σ/m) = 1.00 cm2/g, fdiss = 0.5
collisional energy gain
collisional energy loss
Figure 14. Dark matter energy transfer rates via “thermal conduction”
(dark matter collisional energy transfer) versus dissipation energy loss
rates, measured in spherical shells, as a function of galactocentric radii.
We show the heat gain or loss of darkmatter via collisions ( ¤𝐸coll, Equation 26)
versus the energy dissipation rate ( ¤𝐸diss, Equation 27) in circles (red for
¤𝐸coll > 0, blue for ¤𝐸coll < 0). We present the results in one of the classical
dwarfs m10q and in one of the bright dwarfs m11a. In both galaxies, with
𝑓diss = 0.5, the collisional energy transfer rate is always roughly an order of
magnitude lower than the energy dissipation rate.
fluid) can be roughly described by the gravitational scale height










where 𝐶2 is an order unity constant and has been found to be 0.75 in
numerical simulations (Koda&Shapiro 2011). For the fiducialmodel
studied in the paper, themean free path of darkmatter self-interaction
is always orders of magnitudes larger than the gravitational scale
height of the systems (or translated to time scale, the collision time
scale of dark matter self-interaction is orders of magnitudes larger
than the dynamical time scale of the system). So, these haloes all stay
in the LMFP regime.
The flux of thermal energy transferred outward through a sphere
of radius 𝑟 can be calculated as:








where ^ takes the conductivity in the LMFP regime defined in Equa-
tion 24. The net collisional energy gain per unit volume in a spherical
shell can be calculated as:
¤𝐸coll (𝑟) = −
1
4𝜋𝑟2
𝜕 (4𝜋𝑟2 𝑗coll (𝑟))
𝜕𝑟
. (26)
The secondmechanism of energy transfer is energy dissipation due
to darkmatter self-interactions. Different from “thermal conduction”,
the dissipationwemodelled here is not regulated by any characteristic
length scale, since the dissipated energy will not be reabsorbed and
effectively has an infinite mean free path. The dissipation energy loss
per unit volume in a spherical shell is the volumetric cooling rate:
¤𝐸diss (𝑟) = 𝐶 (𝑟) =
3
2
𝜌(𝑟)𝜎21d (𝑟)/𝑡diss (𝑟). (27)
The relative importance of collisional energy transfer and dissipation
is determined by the comparison between 𝑡coll and 𝑡diss. For the
dSIDMmodel studied in this paper, 𝑡coll and 𝑡diss always have similar
dependence on density and velocity dispersion. Thus, their ratio is
almost a constant over the evolution of the halo and only depends
on 𝑓diss. For the fiducial model with 𝑓diss = 0.5, 𝑡diss is of the same
order of magnitude as 𝑡coll (e.g., 𝑡diss = 0.75 𝑡coll/ 𝑓diss for the models
with constant cross-sections). In this regime, dissipation is always
the dominant mechanism for energy transfer and is responsible for
triggering the contraction of the halo. Collisional energy transfer is
negligible. Therefore, the evolution pattern of dSIDM haloes in this
regimewill be qualitatively different from the canonical gravothermal
collapse of eSIDM haloes.
In Figure 14, we demonstrate the dominance of dissipation over
collisional energy transfer in simulations. We show the collisional
energy transfer rate, ¤𝐸coll, relative to the energy loss rate due to
dissipation, ¤𝐸diss, of spherical shells as a function of galactocentric
radii. In the classical and bright dwarfs, assuming the fiducial choice
of 𝑓diss, the rate of energy transfer via collisions is always roughly
an order of magnitude lower than the energy dissipation rate.
6.3 Evolution of a dSIDM halo
When dissipation dominates over collisional energy transfer of dark
matter, the evolution track of an isolated dSIDM halo can be divided
into four regimes, depending on the dissipation time scale 𝑡diss
• Regime A (𝑡diss  𝑡H): The halo evolves in the same way as analo-
gous CDM halo since both 𝑡diss and 𝑡coll are significantly longer than
the lifetime of the system.
• Regime B (𝑡H & 𝑡diss & 0.1 𝑡H): The halo undergoes radial contrac-
tion. The density profile within the radius where 𝑡H & 𝑡diss steepens
and becomes cuspy with power-law slopes asymptoting to ∼ −1.5.
The shape of the halo becomes more spherical in this phase.
• Regime C (0.1 𝑡H & 𝑡diss  𝑡dyn at the halo center): At a certain
stage of the radial contraction, prominent coherent rotation of dark
matter will develop in the system. The system is in a transition
from purely dispersion supported to being supported by a mixture
of random velocity dispersion and coherent rotation. During this
transition, the radial contraction of the halo and the steepening of the
density profile are stopped by centrifugal forces. The halo becomes
oblate in shape during this phase and the normalization of the density
profile measured in spherical shells decreases.
• Regime D (𝑡dyn & 𝑡diss): Local instability starts to build up and re-
sults in fragmentation of the halo. Numbers of dark "clumps" would
start to form within the local free-fall time scale. None of our simula-
tions has reached this regime and it would require order-of-magnitude
larger self-interaction cross-sections to test.
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(σ/m) = 5.00 cm2/g, fdiss = 0.1
collisional energy gain
collisional energy loss
Figure 15. Top left: Total mass density profiles of m09 in dSIDM models with other combinations of 𝑓diss and 𝜎/𝑚.We choose three combinations of 𝑓diss
and 𝜎/𝑚 that give the same dissipation time scale: 𝑓diss = 0.5, 𝜎/𝑚 = 1 cm2 g−1; 𝑓diss = 0.1, 𝜎/𝑚 = 5 cm2 g−1; 𝑓diss = 0.9, 𝜎/𝑚 = 0.56 cm2 g−1. Other
panels: Collisional energy transfer rates versus energy dissipation rate of dark matter (as Figure 14). The energy transfer rate via collisions is subdominant
compare to dissipation in the model with 𝑓diss = 0.5 or 0.9. In the model with 𝑓diss = 0.1, collisional heating overtakes dissipation at the center of the galaxy.
This model actually produces denser and cuspier central density profile, as the halo experiences the gravothermal collapse and a dense core in the SMFP regime
emerges at the center. In all models, at large radii (∼ 10 kpc), collisional energy transfer rates become comparable to the dissipation rate, but the absolute value
of both terms at these radii are too small to make a difference.
7 COMPARISON WITH OTHER SIMULATION PHYSICS
7.1 Varying the energy dissipation fraction
We note that the specific simulations studied in this paper have as-
sumed that the dimensionless degree of dissipation is 𝑓diss = 0.5.
However, the results can be extrapolated to other slices of the dSIDM
parameter space based a simple time scale argument. In Section 3, we
show that the energy dissipation time scale only depends on the prod-
uct of 𝑓diss and 𝜎/𝑚. Therefore, when dissipation is the dominant
mechanism for energy transfer, different combinations of 𝑓diss and
𝜎/𝑚 should give rise to similar predictions as long as the dissipation
time scale is the same. In this section, we vary the dissipation fraction
𝑓diss and test how the results are affected in explicit simulations.
We use the ultra faint dwarf m09 as the test halo. The halo is ideal
for the test since the density profile is dark matter dominated and
baryonic feedback is weak considering its 𝑀∗/𝑀halo . 3×10−5. We
choose three combinations of 𝑓diss and 𝜎/𝑚 that give the same dissi-
pation time scale: 𝑓diss = 0.5, 𝜎/𝑚 = 1 cm2 g−1; 𝑓diss = 0.1, 𝜎/𝑚 =
5 cm2 g−1; 𝑓diss = 0.9, 𝜎/𝑚 = 0.56 cm2 g−1. In Figure 15, we show
the total mass density profile of m09 in these three models compared
with the CDM counterpart and the NFW profile. The models with
𝑓diss = 0.5 and 𝑓diss = 0.9 produce exactly the same density profile,
which justifies that, when dissipation dominates energy transfer, the
evolution of the halo is determined by the dissipation time scale and
is independent of the detailed combination of parameters. However,
we find the model with 𝑓diss = 0.1 (and a large cross-section of
𝜎/𝑚 = 5 cm2 g−1) produces a qualitatively different profile from the
other two models. The density follows the NFW profile at & 100 pc
while gets enhanced by about two orders of magnitude at the scale
. 100 pc compared to the extrapolation of the NFW profile, and
is even denser than the cuspy profile in the other two models. It is
counterintuitive that the model with a lower degree of dissipation
gives rise to higher central densities. The phenomenon can be ex-
plained by the increased importance of collisional energy transfer in
this model. When 𝑓diss = 0.1, the collision time scale becomes an
order of magnitude lower than the dissipation time scale and the halo
is no longer purely dominated by dissipation. Under the influence of
collisional energy transfer, the evolution track of the halo resembles
the “gravothermal catastrophe” of eSIDM haloes, where “thermal
conduction” is responsible for energy transfer. The analytical model
of the “gravothermal catastrophe” of SIDM haloes (e.g., Balberg
et al. 2002) predicts that a halo initially in the LMFP regime will
contract while maintaining a cored, self-similar density profile until
the central part of the halo reaches the SMFP regime. Subsequently,
a dense, optical thick core (in the SMFP regime) will form while the
outskirt of the halo stays in the LMFP regime. In the simulation with
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Figure 16. A cartoon of the dSIDM parameter space. The dSIDMmodel is
parameterized with 𝜎/𝑚 and 𝑓diss. When 𝜎/𝑚 is small enough, both elastic
and dissipative SIDM models become analogous to CDM in the lifetime of
the Universe. When 𝑓diss becomes small enough, dSIDM becomes essentially
eSIDM-like since collisional energy transfer dominates over dissipation in
this regime. When the product of 𝜎/𝑚 and 𝑓diss becomes large enough, the
dissipation time scale could drop below the local dynamical time scale of
the system and results in fragmentation of dSIDM into compact dark objects.
Effectively, baryon-like models are located at the low 𝑓diss, high 𝜎/𝑚 corner
of the plot. The dSIDM models studied in this paper live in the parameter
space, which is not immediately ruled out but can still give rise to unique
phenomena different from CDM or eSIDM models.
𝑓diss = 0.1, at the center of m09, the density reaches 1011 M/ kpc3
and the collision time scale there is comparable to the dynamical
time scale (assuming a typical one-dimensional velocity dispersion
∼ 10 km s−1) which indicates that the center of the halo is indeed in
the SMFP regime. It is striking that the enhanced central density due
to the gravothermal evolution is even higher than that produced by
models with higher degree of dissipation.
We verify that the phenomenon discussed above is indeed caused
by increased importance of “thermal conduction” by showing the col-
lisional energy transfer rates versus dissipation rates in simulations
in Figure 15. In the model with 𝑓diss = 0.9, 𝜎/𝑚 = 0.56 cm2 g−1
or 𝑓diss = 0.5, 𝜎/𝑚 = 1 cm2 g−1, the collisional energy transfer
rate is always subdominant compared to dissipation. However, in the
model with 𝑓diss = 0.1, 𝜎/𝑚 = 5 cm2 g−1, the collisional energy
transfer rate overtakes dissipation at small radii (. 0.2 kpc). This
is in very good agreement with the radii where we find the differ-
ences in density profiles between the two models. In summary, when
| ¤𝐸coll |  | ¤𝐸diss | at halo centers, which occurs for 𝑓diss . 0.1, the
halo behaves more like an eSIDM halo and the higher central density
is primarily due to the gravothermal evolution driven by collisional
energy transfer (but potentially accelerated by dissipation).
To better illustrate the parameter space of dSIDM (including the
space that haven’t been explored in this paper), we create a cartoon
image (Figure 16) which qualitatively divides the dSIDM parame-
ter space into several regions. The dSIDM models are parameter-
ized with 𝜎/𝑚 and 𝑓diss. Both eSIDM and dSIDM models become
CDM-like when 𝜎/𝑚 is small enough such that the collision time
scale becomes much longer than the lifetime of the Universe. dSIDM
becomes essentially eSIDM-like when 𝑓diss becomes small enough,
since collisional energy transfer dominates over dissipation in this
regime. When the product of 𝜎/𝑚 and 𝑓diss becomes large enough,
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Figure 17. Total mass density profiles of galaxies in DMO simulations
and full physics simulations. We present the density profiles of m10q and
m11q in CDM and dSIDM with (𝜎/𝑚) = 1 cm2 g−1. The results of full
physics simulations are shown in solid lines while the results of DMO simu-
lations are shown in dashed lines. The purple dotted vertical line indicates the
convergence radius in DMO runs (see Table 1). In CDM, the central density
profiles in DMO simulations are similar to the NFW profile before reaching
the convergence radii. The full physics simulation of m11q produces a kpc
size core at the center due to strong baryonic feedback there. However, in the
dSIDM model with (𝜎/𝑚) = 1 cm2 g−1, the DMO and full physics simula-
tions produce almost identical results, indicating that dissipative interactions
of dark matter completely determine the evolution of the dark matter halo
and the impact of baryonic feedback becomes negligible. This is generally
true when the dissipation time scale becomes significantly shorter than the
Hubble time scale.
scale of the system and results in fragmentation of dSIDM into com-
pact dark objects. For higher value of 𝑓diss and 𝜎/𝑚, the scenario
that all dark is dissipative would be ruled out by observations (e.g.,
constraints from merger clusters (Markevitch et al. 2004; Randall
et al. 2008); lensing constraints on compact dark matter substruc-
tures). If we put baryons (and baryon-copy dSIDM models) in this
space effectively, they will be located at the low 𝑓diss, high 𝜎/𝑚
corner of the plot. Thus the interesting dSIDM parameter space that
gives unique phenomena but is not immediately ruled out is roughly
around 𝑓diss ' 0.1 − 1, (𝜎/𝑚) ' 0.01 − 100 cm2 g−1.
7.2 Dark matter only versus full physics simulations
The analysis and discussion in the main paper revolve around the
impact of dissipative dark matter interactions on galaxy structures.
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However, baryonic physics could also impact galaxy structures in var-
ious ways. For instance, the gas outflow driven by stellar/supernovae
feedback could irreversibly transfer energy to dark matter and in-
duce cores at galaxy centers (e.g., Governato et al. 2010; Pontzen &
Governato 2012; Madau et al. 2014); the gravitational influence of
baryons condensed at galaxy centers could induce adiabatic contrac-
tion of dark matter haloes (e.g., Blumenthal et al. 1986; Gnedin et al.
2004). The contamination of baryonic physics processes is an im-
portant factor when studying the influence of alternative dark matter
physics.
We explore this aspect by performing dark matter only (DMO)
simulations of the same haloes in the simulation suite and compar-
ing the results. In Figure 17, we compare the total mass density
profiles of dwarf galaxiesm10q andm11q in DMO simulations and
full physics simulations. It is not surprising that, in the CDM case,
the density profiles produced by DMO simulations are cuspy and
NFW-like before reaching the convergence radii. In full physics sim-
ulations, m11q exhibits a kpc size core while m10q still exhibits a
cuspy profile like its DMO counterpart. The difference results from
the different level of baryonic feedback in the two galaxies. However,
in the dSIDM model with (𝜎/𝑚) = 1 cm2 g−1, the DMO and full
physics simulations produce almost the same density profiles, indi-
cating that baryonic physics no longer affect the density profiles of
dwarf galaxies once dissipation is strong enough. This check also
validates the results presented in this paper against uncertainties in
modelling the baryonic physics processes in simulations.
8 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present the first suite of cosmological baryonic (hy-
drodynamical) zoom-in simulations of galaxies in dSIDM.We adopt
a dSIDMmodelwhere a constant fraction 𝑓diss of the kinetic energy is
lost during dark matter self-interaction. We sample models with dif-
ferent constant self-interaction cross-sections as well as a model with
velocity-dependent cross-section. The dSIDM models explored here
are weakly collisional (𝜎/𝑚 . 10 cm2 g−1) but strongly dissipative
( 𝑓diss & 0.1) and are qualitatively different from some previously
proposed baryon-like dSIDM models (e.g., Fan et al. 2013a; Foot
2013; Randall & Scholtz 2015), which are limited to explain a subset
of all dark matter in the Universe. The simulations utilize the FIRE-
2 model for hydrodynamics and galaxy formation physics, which
allows for realistic predictions on the structural and kinematic prop-
erties of galaxies. This simulation suite consists of various galaxies,
from ultra faint dwarfs to Milky Way-mass galaxies. In this paper,
we primarily focus on the analysis of dwarf galaxies in dSIDM and
explore galaxy/halo’s response to dissipative self-interactions of dark
matter. The following signatures of dSIDMmodels in dwarf galaxies
are identified and explored:
• The dark matter halo masses and galaxy stellar masses are not
significantly affected in dSIDM models with (𝜎/𝑚) . 1 cm2 g−1
compared to the CDM case (see Figure 4). The dwarf galaxies in
the dSIDM model with (𝜎/𝑚) = 10 cm2 g−1 have slightly lower
(0. 1 - 0. 2 dex) halo/galaxy stellar masses. But the results of this
model are still within the scatter of the relation constrained in obser-
vations as well as the stochastic run-to-run scatter of simulations of
different dwarf galaxies.
• Energy dissipation due to dark matter self-interactions induces ra-
dial contraction of dark matter halo. This mechanism competes with
baryonic feedback in shaping the central profiles of dwarf galaxies
(see Figure 5 and 6).When the effective self-interaction cross-section
is low, the central profiles are still cored despite higher densities and
smaller core sizes. When the effective self-interaction cross-section
is larger than∼ 0.1 cm2 g−1, assuming 𝑓diss = 0.5, the central density
profiles of dwarf galaxies become cuspy and power-law like. The re-
sulting asymptotic power-law profile is steeper than the NFW profile.
The power-law slopes asymptote to ∼ −1.5 in the classical dwarfs
and range from −2 to −1 in the bright dwarfs (see Figure 7). The
slope of the profile can be well explained by the stead-state solution
of a “dark cooling flow” (see Section 6.1), which predicts a density
profile with power-law slope −1.6.
• Interestingly, further increasing the effective cross-section to
10 cm2 g−1 does not lead to further contraction of the halo or steep-
ening of the density profile. Instead, the normalization of the density
profiles drops. A likely explanation is that the centrifugal force in-
creases faster than the gravitational attraction as the halo contracts
with specific angular momentum conserved. This eventually halts
the contraction, increases the rotation support of the halo and drives
the halo deformation (to oblate), which makes the density measured
in spherical shell decreased.
• Through time scale analysis (Section 3), we show that the dSIDM
models with constant cross-sections will have stronger impact in
more massive galaxies while the velocity-dependent model has the
opposite dependence. This is demonstrated by the simulations of
classical dwarfs and bright dwarfs with the same dark matter model
(see Figure 5 and 6). The dSIDM model with (𝜎/𝑚) = 0.1 cm2 g−1
produces small cores in two of the classical dwarfs but produces
cuspy profiles in two of the bright dwarfs. The velocity-dependent
dSIDM model produces cuspy profiles in all the classical dwarfs
while producing cored profiles in the bright dwarfs that are almost
identical to the CDM case.
• The kinematic properties of the dark matter change in parallel to
the contraction of dark matter halo (see Section 4.4). As the self-
interaction cross-section of dSIDM increases, the coherent rotation
becomes more prominent compared to random velocity dispersion.
In the meantime, the velocity dispersions are more dominated by
the tangential component than the radial component, reflected by the
negative velocity anisotropies in dSIDM haloes. The central parts
of the galaxies are in transition from dispersion supported to ro-
tation supported. Meanwhile, the velocity distribution function is
suppressed at high velocities while it increases at low velocities in
dSIDM models. As the cross-section increases, the median velocity
is also shifted lower.
• The shape of the halo is affected by dissipation (see Figure 13). In
the dSIDM model with (𝜎/𝑚) = 1 cm2 g−1, the halo becomes more
spherical towards lower redshifts, contrary to the triaxial shape of
CDMhaloes. The spherical “dark cooling flow”washes out the initial
triaxiality of the halo andmakes the halo compact and spherical in the
end. However, in the dSIDM model with (𝜎/𝑚) = 10 cm2 g−1, the
halo shape shows a response to the more prominent coherent rotation
of dark matter. Haloes are initially on the track of becoming more
spherical, but later turn oblate in shape due to the halt of spherical
contraction and increased rotation support.
• As shown in Section 6.2, the energy transfer in dSIDM haloes (with
the degree of dissipation 𝑓diss = 0.5) is dominated by dissipation
rather than “thermal conduction” (collisional energy transfer). When
we vary 𝑓diss to . 0.1, collisional energy transfer becomes important
and the density at small radii (𝑟 . 100 pc) is significantly enhanced
(see Figure 15), which resembles the gravothermal collapse of eS-
IDM haloes. This gives the counterintuitive prediction that a model
with a lower degree of dissipation (but higher cross-section to make
the dissipation time scale invariant) can produce even denser haloes
than models with higher degrees of dissipation.
• The density profiles in full physics simulations of CDM are more
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cored than the ones in DMO simulations, caused by the inclusion of
baryonic physics. However, the DMO simulations of dSIDM mod-
els show little difference from the full physics simulations (see Fig-
ure 17), likely due to the dominance of darkmatter energy dissipation
over perturbations from baryonic feedback. This shows that the struc-
tural properties of dSIDM haloes is insensitive to baryonic physics
in this regime and demonstrates the robustness of our results against
various uncertainties in the baryonic sector in simulations.
In this paper, we present the first study of dwarf galaxies in dSIDM
models using cosmological hydrodynamical simulations. We find
several observable signatures of dSIDMmodels in dwarf galaxies and
systematically study the evolution patterns of dSIDM haloes, which
differs from canonical astrophysical systems. Analytical explanations
are provided to explain the phenomena found in simulations. The
findings in this paper could serve as effective channels to constrain
dSIDM models when compared to observations. This aspect will be
considered in follow-up work in this series.
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